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Our ongoing work in grassroots sport development,
environmental protection, women in sport and sport
administration, culture and education, community
development, athletes’ health, humanitarian assistance, the
Olympic Truce and many other areas promoted the Olympic
values of excellence, friendship and respect around the
world. The Olympic Values Education Programme, the Youth
Olympic Games and the Sports for Hope programme were
just three of the many projects that demonstrated our
commitment to reaching young people. 

We end the quadrennium in strong financial shape, despite
the global economic downturn that took hold in 2008. The
TOP VI worldwide sponsorship programme was the most
successful on record, generating US$866 million. This
marked a 31 percent increase over the previous four-year
cycle. Broadcast revenues also hit new highs, earning the
Olympic Movement US$2.6 billion over the quadrennium. 

In October 2009, the Olympic Movement will convene at the
13th Olympic Congress in Copenhagen. Organised around
five main themes—athletes, Olympic Games, structure of the
Olympic Movement, Olympism and youth, and the digital
revolution—the Congress will examine the role of the
Olympic Movement in society today, and the role we shall
fulfil in the years to come. This special meeting will provide 
a forum through which we can take the pulse of the Olympic
Movement, analyse our strengths and weaknesses, and
evaluate the opportunities and the challenges that lie ahead. 

I am proud of what the Olympic Movement has achieved
over the past four years. And I am confident that we will
continue to be a unique, relevant and respected presence 
in the world of sport, and in the world at large.

Jacques Rogge
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I am pleased to present this final report, which highlights
the International Olympic Committee’s activities and
progress over the 2005–2008 quadrennium. 

The IOC’s health over this period can be judged by four
primary criteria: 

• Success of the Olympic Games

• Quality of support offered to the Olympic Movement 

• Effectiveness of our efforts to promote sport and
Olympic values in society

• Strength and stability of our financial situation

Against all of these factors, described in greater detail
in the report, the health of the IOC is excellent. For that,
I extend sincere thanks to the IOC members, constituents
and stakeholders—particularly the National Olympic
Committees, the International Federations, the athletes, 
our sponsors, the broadcast companies, and our competent
and enthusiastic staff.

The 2006 Winter Games in Turin and the 2008
Games of the XXIX Olympiad in Beijing were magnificent.
Each delivered extraordinary moments of Olympic
greatness—moments we will remember for years to come,
accomplished by athletes that amazed us, became
household names and inspired millions of young people
around the world. Both editions of the Games were well
organised, with a clear focus on managing their size, cost
and complexity. 

The IOC’s task, of course, extends beyond the Olympic
Games. It is our responsibility to support athletes,
International Sports Federations and, through the work of
Olympic Solidarity, the 205 National Olympic Committees.
The IOC increased its support to each of these groups—
both in terms of financial resources and quality of service.
They are stronger than ever before as a result. And,
recognising our obligation to maintain the highest ethical
standards, we are striving to improve our transparency 
and accountability.  

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE 
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IOC ROLE & STRUCTURE

The International Olympic Committee (IOC) acts as a
catalyst for collaboration amongst all members of the
Olympic Movement—from the National Olympic Committees 
(NOCs), the International Sports Federations (IFs), the
athletes and the Organising Committees for the Olympic
Games (OCOGs) to the Worldwide TOP Partners, broadcast
partners and recognised organisations. The IOC oversees a
range of programmes and projects organised primarily
around four streams of activity:

• Celebrating the Olympic Games

• Supporting the Olympic Movement

• Promoting sport and Olympic Values in society

• Strengthening the efficiency of services provided

The IOC, itself, is made up of volunteer IOC members.
These individuals act as the IOC’s representatives in their
respective countries to promote the interests of the IOC and
the Olympic Movement they serve. The members meet once
each year at the IOC Session.

The IOC President and Executive Board—IOC Members,
elected by the Session—have general responsibility for 
the administration and management of the IOC’s affairs. 
In addition, the President may set up specialised IOC
Commissions to study certain subjects and make
recommendations for action to the Executive Board. 
In 2008 there were 25 such commissions. The IOC is
further supported in its work by the IOC administration, 
led by its Director General.

Together, these individuals and groups make up a
collaborative team that blends sport, culture and education
to contribute to building a better and more peaceful world.
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 MAJOR DECISIONS 
OF THE IOC SESSION

2005 117th IOC Session, Singapore
Major decisions:

• London was elected as host city for the Games of the
XXX Olympiad in 2012.

• As part of the systematic review of the Olympic
Programme, the Session selected a programme of 26
sports for the Games of the XXX Olympiad in London in
2012. Two sports (baseball and softball) did not receive
the absolute majority required and were eliminated from
the programme, the first time the IOC has amended the
Olympic Programme since 1936.

• Lambis V. Nikolaou and Chiharu Igaya were elected as
Vice-Presidents to the IOC’s Executive Board.

• Ser Miang Ng was elected as a member of the IOC
Executive Board.

• Barbara Kendall’s nomination as an IOC member 
was confirmed.

2006 118th IOC Session, Turin
Major decisions:

• Thomas Bach was elected as Vice-President of the
IOC’s Executive Board.

• Mario Pescante and Sam Ramsamy were elected as
members of the IOC Executive Board.

• Beatrice Allen, Nicole Hoevertsz, HRH Prince Tunku
Imran, Francesco Ricci Bitti and Hein Verbruggen were
elected as IOC members.

• The Olympic Programme for London 2012 was
confirmed.

• Copenhagen, Denmark was chosen to stage the 13th
Olympic Congress in 2009.

• Beckie Scott and Saku Koivu, elected by their peers to
the IOC Athletes’ Commission during the Turin Games,
were voted as IOC members.

2007 119th IOC Session, Guatemala City
Major decisions:

• Sochi was elected as host city of the XXII Olympic Winter
Games in 2014.

• The seven sports currently on the programme of the
Olympic Winter Games were unanimously admitted to the
programme of the XXII Olympic Winter Games in 2014. 

• IOC recognition was granted to the NOCs of Montenegro
and Tuvalu.

• Gerhard Heiberg was elected as a member of the IOC
Executive Board.

• Andrès Botero, Patrick Baumann, HRH Princess Haya
Bint Al Hussein and Rita Subowo were elected as IOC
members.

• The decision to organise the Youth Olympic Games was
unanimously approved.

2008 120th IOC Session, Beijing
Major decisions:

• Zaiqing Yu was elected Vice-President of the IOC’s
Executive Board.

• Denis Oswald, René Fasel, Mario Vázquez Raña, Frank
Fredericks, Nawal El Moutawakel and Richard Carrión
were elected as members of the IOC Executive Board.

• Sergey Bubka, Ugur Erdener, Alexander Popov, Claudia
Bokel, Yumilka Ruiz Luaces and Dae Sung Moon were
elected as IOC members.

• The World Anti-Doping Code ratified in Madrid in
November 2007 was adopted.
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2007
7–8 February:                             Lausanne
25–27 April:                               Beijing
1–2 July:                                    Guatemala City
10–12 December:                      Lausanne

2008
10–11 April:                               Beijing
4–6 June:                                   Athens
2–3 August:                               Beijing
10–12 December:                      Lausanne

IOC EXECUTIVE 
BOARD MEETINGS

2005
10–11 February:                         Turin
18–20 April:                                Berlin
2–4 July:                                     Singapore
26–28 October:                          Lausanne

2006
5–7 February:                             Turin
5–8 April:                                    Seoul
21–23 June:                               Lausanne
28 November–1 December:       Kuwait City
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       First name, Last name                                         Country               Year of election                               Games participation 
45.  Mr René FASEL                                                      SUI                       1995                                                  
46.  Mr Jean-Claude KILLY                                            FRA                      1995                                                 1964/1968**
47.  Mr Sam RAMSAMY                                                RSA                     1995
48.  Mr Reynaldo GONZÁLEZ LÓPEZ                           CUB                     1995                                                  
49.  Mr Olegario VÁZQUEZ RAÑA                                 MEX                     1995                                                 1964/68/72/76 
50.  Mr Antun VRDOLJAK                                             CRO                     1995                                                  
51.  Mr Patrick Joseph HICKEY                                    IRL                       1995                                                  
52.  Mr Toni KHOURY                                                   LIB                       1995                                                  
53.  Mr Mustapha LARFAOUI                                        ALG                     1995                                                  
54.  Syed Shahid ALI                                                     PAK                      1996                                                  
55.  Mr Ung CHANG                                                     PRK                     1996                                                  
56.  Ms Gunilla LINDBERG                                            SWE                     1996                                                  
57.  Mr Julio César MAGLIONE                                     URU                     1996                                                  
58.  Mr Kun Hee LEE                                                    KOR                     1996                                                  
59.  Mr Ottavio CINQUANTA                                         ITA                        1996                                                  
60.  Mr Guy DRUT                                                         FRA                      1996                                                  1972/76** 
61.  Ms Irena SZEWINSKA                                            POL                     1998                                               1964/68/72/76/80** 
62.  HRH the Grand Duke of LUXEMBOURG               LUX                      1998                                                  
63.  General Mounir SABET                                           EGY                     1998                                                  
64.  Mrs Nawal El MOUTAWAKEL                                 MAR                     1998                                                  1984** 
65.  Mr Melitón SÁNCHEZ RIVAS                                  PAN                      1998                                                  
66.  Mr Leo WALLNER                                                  AUT                      1998                                                  
67.  HRH the Prince of ORANGE                                  NED                     1998                                                  
68.  Mr Ser Miang NG                                                   SIN                       1998                                                  
69.  Mr Samih MOUDALLAL                                         SYR                     1998                                                  
70.  Mr Joseph S. BLATTER                                         SUI                       1999                                                  
71.  Mr Lamine DIACK                                                   SEN                     1999                                                  
72.  Ms Manuela DI CENTA                                           ITA                        1999                                                 1984/88/92/94/98** 
73.  Mr Tamás AJÁN                                                     HUN                     2000                                                  
74.  Mr Gian-Franco KASPER                                       SUI                       2000
75.  Mr Kipchoge KEINO                                               KEN                     2000                                                 1964/68/72** 
76.  Mr Carlos Arthur NUZMAN                                     BRA                     2000                                                  1964 
77.  Intendant General Lassana PALENFO                    CIV                       2000                                                  
78.  Mr Zaiqing YU                                                        CHN                     2000
79.  Mr Timothy Tsun-Ting FOK                                    HKG                     2001                                                  
80. Raja Randhir SINGH                                               IND                       2001                                                1964/68/72/76/80/84 
81.  Mr John Dowling COATES, AC                              AUS                     2001                                                  
82.  Mr Issa HAYATOU                                                  CMR                    2001                                                  
83.  Mr Juan Antonio SAMARANCH JR                        ESP                      2001                                                  
84.  HRH Prince Nawaf Faisal Fahd ABDULAZIZ          KSA                     2002
85.  Mr Patrick S. CHAMUNDA                                     ZAM                     2002                                                  
86.  HRH Prince Tamim Bin Hamad AL-THANI             QAT                      2002

       First name, Last name                                         Country               Year of election                               Games participation
  1.  Mr João HAVELANGE                                            BRA                     1963                                                  1936/52 
  2. Mr Mohamed MZALI                                              TUN                     1965                                                  
  3. Mr Vitaly SMIRNOV                                                RUS                     1971                                                  
  4. Mr Peter TALLBERG                                              FIN                       1976                                                1960/64/68/72/80 
  5.  Mr Richard Kevan GOSPER, AO                            AUS                     1977                                                  1956/60** 
  6.  Mr Richard W. POUND, Q.C.                                 CAN                     1978                                                  1960 
  7.  Mr Zhenliang HE                                                     CHN                     1981                                                  
  8.  Mr Franco CARRARO                                            ITA                        1982                                                  
  9.  Mr Phillip Walter COLES, A.M.                                AUS                     1982                                                  1960/64/68 
10.  Mr Iván DIBÓS                                                       PER                      1982                                                  
11.  Mr Chiharu IGAYA                                                   JPN                      1982                                                 1952/56/60** 
12.  Mr Roque Napoleón MUÑOZ PEÑA                       DOM                    1983                                                  
13. Mr Pál SCHMITT                                                    HUN                     1983                                                 1968/72/76** 
14.  HSH the Princess Nora of LIECHTENSTEIN          LIE                        1984                                                  
15.  Mr Francisco J. ELIZALDE                                     PHI                       1985                                                  
16.  HSH the Sovereign Prince ALBERT II                    MON                    1985                                                1988/92/94/98/02 
17.  Mr Lambis V. NIKOLAOU                                       GRE                     1986 
18. Ms Anita L. DEFRANTZ                                         USA                     1986                                                  1976** 
19.  Mr Anton GEESINK                                                NED                     1987                                                  1964** 
20.  HRH the Princess ROYAL                                      GBR                     1988                                                  1976 
21.  Mr Ching-Kuo WU                                                  TPE                      1988                                                  
22.  Mr Willi KALTSCHMITT LUJÁN                               GUA                     1988                                                  
23.  Major General Francis W. NYANGWESO                UGA                     1988                                                  1960 
24.  Mr Fernando F. Lima BELLO                                  POR                     1989                                                  1968/72 
25.  Mr Walther TRÖGER                                              GER                     1989                                                  
26.  Mr Shun-ichiro OKANO                                          JPN                      1990                                                  1968** 
27.  Mr Richard L. CARRIÓN                                         PUR                     1990                                                  
28.  Mr Nat INDRAPANA                                               THA                      1990                                                  
29.  Mr Denis OSWALD                                                 SUI                       1991                                                 1968/72/76** 
30.  Count Jacques ROGGE                                         BEL                      1991                                                  1968/72/76 
31.  Mr Mario VÁZQUEZ RAÑA                                     MEX                     1991                                                  
32.  Dr Thomas BACH                                                  GER                     1991                                                  1976** 
33. Sheikh Ahmad Al-Fahad AL-SABAH                      KUW                    1992                                                  
34.  Mr James L. EASTON                                            USA                     1994                                                  
35.  Sir Craig REEDIE                                                    GBR                     1994                                                  
36.  Mr Mario PESCANTE                                             ITA                        1994                                                  
37.  Mr Gerhard HEIBERG                                            NOR                     1994
38.  Professor Arne LJUNGQVIST                                 SWE                     1994                                                  1952 
39.  Mr Austin L. SEALY                                                BAR                     1994                                                  
40.  Dr Robin E. MITCHELL                                           FIJ                        1994
41.  Mr Alpha Ibrahim DIALLO                                       GUI                       1994                                                  
42.  Mr Alex GILADY                                                     ISR                       1994                                                  
43.  Mr Shamil TARPISCHEV                                         RUS                     1994                                                  
44.  Mr Valeriy BORZOV                                                UKR                     1994                                                  1972/76** 

MEMBERS
LIST OF MEMBERS BY PROTOCOL ORDER 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008

MEMBERS 
LIST OF MEMBERS BY PROTOCOL ORDER 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008 
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        First name, Last name                                        Country               Year of election                               Games participation
  87. Mr Kai HOLM                                                        DEN                     2002                                                  
  88. Mr Youssoupha NDIAYE                                       SEN                     2002                                                  
  89. Ms Pernilla WIBERG                                             SWE                     2002                                                 1992/94/98/02** 
90. Sir Philip CRAVEN, MBE                                       GBR                     2003                                                  

  91. Mr Frank FREDERICKS                                         NAM                    2004                                                 1992/96/04** 
  92. Mr Jan ZELEZNY                                                  CZE                      2004                                                1988/92/96/00/04** 
  93. Mr Hicham EL GUERROUJ                                   MAR                     2004                                                 1996/00/04** 
  94. Dr Rania ELWANI                                                  EGY                     2004                                                  1992/96/00 
  95. Mr Francesco RICCI BITTI                                    ITA                        2006                                                  
  96. HRH Prince Tunku IMRAN                                    MAS                     2006                                                  
  97. Ms Nicole HOEVERTSZ                                        ARU                     2006                                                  1984 
  98. Ms Béatrice ALLEN                                               GAM                    2006                                                  
  99. Ms Rebecca SCOTT                                            CAN                     2006                                                 1998/02/06** 
100. Mr Saku KOIVU                                                     FIN                       2006                                                 1994/98/06** 
101. Mr Andrès BOTERO PHILLIPSBOURNE              COL                     2007
102. Mr Patrick BAUMANN                                          SUI                       2007
103. HRH Princess Haya Bint AL HUSSEIN                 UAE                     2007
104. Mrs Rita SUBOWO                                               INA                       2007
105. Mr Sergey BUBKA                                                UKR                     2008                                                  1988/92/96/2000**
106. Dr Ugur ERDENER                                               TUR                     2008
107. Mr Dae Sung MOON                                            KOR                     2008                                                  2004**
108. Mr Alexander POPOV                                           RUS                     2008                                                  1992/96/2000/04**
109. Ms Claudia BOKEL                                               GER                     2008                                                  1996/2000/04**
110. Ms Yumilka RUIZ LUACES                                    CUB                     2008                                                  1996/2000/04**

** Olympic medallist 

HONORARY PRESIDENT
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008

First name, Last name                                                Country               Year of election                               Games participation
Marqués Juan Antonio SAMARANCH                           ESP                      1966

First name, Last name                                                Country               Year of election                               Games participation
HRH the Grand Duke Jean of LUXEMBOURG              LUX                      1946                                                  
HM King CONSTANTINE                                               GRE                     1963                                                  1960**
Mr Gunnar ERICSSON                                                  SWE                     1965
Mr James WORRALL                                                    CAN                     1967                                                  1936
Mr Abdel Mohamed HALIM                                           SUD                     1968                                                  
Mr Maurice HERZOG                                                    FRA                      1970                                                  
Mr Henry HSU                                                               TPE                      1970                                                  
Mr Berthold BEITZ                                                         GER                     1972                                                  
Mr Pedro RAMÍREZ VÁZQUEZ                                      MEX                     1972
Mr Ashwini KUMAR                                                       IND                       1973                                                  
Mr Niels HOLST-SØRENSEN                                        DEN                     1977                                                  1948
Mr Shagdarjav MAGVAN                                               MGL                     1977
Hon. Tan SRI HAMZAH ABU SAMAH                           MAS                     1978
Mr Günther HEINZE                                                      GER                     1981                                                  
Mr Vladimir CERNUSAK                                                SVK                      1981                                                  
Ms Flor ISAVA-FONSECA                                              VEN                      1981                                                  
Dame Mary Alison GLEN-HAIG, D.B.E.                         GBR                     1982                                                  1948/52/56/60 
Major General Henry Edmund Olufemi ADEFOPE         NGR                     1985
Mr Fidel MENDOZA CARRASQUILLA                           COL                     1988                                                  
Sir Tay WILSON KNZM, O.B.E.                                     NZL                      1988                                                  
Mr Borislav STANKOVIC                                               SRB                     1988
HRH The Infanta Doña Pilar de BORBÓN                     ESP                      1996
Mr Hein VERBRUGGEN                                                NED                     1996
     

** Olympic medallist 

HONOUR MEMBERS
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008

First name, Last name                                                Country               Year of election                               Games participation 
Mr Henry KISSINGER                                                    USA                     2000                                                  

HONORARY MEMBERS 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008

MEMBERS 
LIST OF MEMBERS BY PROTOCOL ORDER 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008
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President                                        Year of election to
                                                        the Executive Board
Jacques Rogge (BEL)                      2001

Vice-Presidents
Lambis V. Nikolaou (GRE)                 2005
Chiharu Igaya (JPN)                          2005
Thomas Bach (GER)                        2006
Zaiqing Yu (CHN)                              2008

Members
Ser Miang Ng (SIN)                          2005
Mario Pescante (ITA)                        2006
Sam Ramsamy (RSA)                      2006
Gerhard Heiberg (NOR)                   2007
Denis Oswald (SUI)                           2008
René Fasel (SUI)                               2008
Mario Vázquez Raña (MEX)             2008
Frank Fredericks (NAM)                    2008
Nawal El Moutawakel (MAR)            2008
Richard L. Carrión (PUR)                  2008

Administration – Director General
Urs Lacotte

Commission                                                                                              Chairman/Chairwoman
Athletes’ Commission                                                                                Frank Fredericks
Audit Committee                                                                                        Richard L. Carrión
Commission for Culture and Olympic Education                                        Zhenliang He
Coordination Commissions for the Olympic Games:                                 
Vancouver 2010, London 2012, Sochi 2014                                             René Fasel, Denis Oswald, Jean-Claude Killy
Coordination Commission for the 1st Summer Youth Olympic Games     
– Singapore 2010                                                                                      Sergey Bubka
Ethics Commission                                                                                    Youssoupha Ndiaye
Evaluation Commission of the Games of the XXXI Olympiad – 2016         Nawal El Moutawakel 
Finance Commission                                                                                  Richard L. Carrión
International Relations Commission                                                           Mario Pescante
Juridical Commission                                                                                 Thomas Bach
Marketing Commission                                                                              Gerhard Heiberg
Medical Commission                                                                                  Arne Ljungqvist
Nominations Commission                                                                          Francisco J. Elizalde
Olympic Philately, Numismatic and Memorabilia Commission                    Juan Antonio Samaranch
Olympic Programme Commission                                                              Franco Carraro
Olympic Solidarity Commission                                                                  Mario Vázquez Raña
Press Commission                                                                                     Richard Kevan Gosper
Radio and Television Commission                                                              Jacques Rogge
Sport and Environment Commission                                                        Pál Schmitt
Sport and Law Commission                                                                       Thomas Bach
Sport for All Commission                                                                           Walther Tröger
TV Rights and New Media Commission                                                     Jacques Rogge
Women and Sport Commission                                                                 Anita L. DeFrantz
2009 Congress Commission                                                                      Jacques Rogge

COMMISSIONS 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008

IOC EXECUTIVE BOARD 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008
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The IOC and its Executive Board also worked with the
IOC 2009 Congress Commission, the National Olympic
Committees (NOCs), International Sports Federations (IFs)
and athletes to organise the 13th Olympic Congress, to be
held in Copenhagen, Denmark in October 2009. For the first
time, preparations for this important gathering included a
Virtual Olympic Congress, an extranet site that enabled
Olympic family members and the general public to
contribute their views and help shape the Congress’s
discussions on the future of the Olympic Movement.  

THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT
IN SOCIETY 

In addition to owning the rights to the Olympic Games, the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) serves as a primary
advocate for athletes, positions sport as a model for peace
and harmony, and safeguards a set of values that resonate
well beyond the playing fields (see page 23 for more
information about the Olympic Values). That these
commitments have endured for more than 100 years is a
testament to the timelessness of sport and the strength of
the ideals upon which the Olympic Movement was built. 

In the 2005–2008 period, the IOC worked with members
of the Olympic Movement, the various IOC Commissions
and outside partners to maintain the Olympic Movement’s
authenticity and its influence in the world of sport through
three primary areas of activity: celebrating the Olympic
Games, strengthening the Olympic Movement, and
promoting sport and Olympic values in society. In all its
activities, the IOC strived to:

• Maintain relevance
• Advance collaboration
• Manage risks
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MAINTAIN RELEVANCE

According to the Olympic Charter, the activity of the Olympic
Movement is permanent and universal. It reaches its peak
with the bringing together of the athletes of the world at the
great sport festival, the Olympic Games. 

Whilst the goals and mission of the IOC have remained stable
over time, the environment in which the Olympic Movement
operates is in a constant state of flux. The IOC is now, more
than ever, part of a complex social environment. To keep pace
with the changing world, the IOC strives to continuously
modernise its operations and develop new programmes and
services that will leave a long-lasting, positive legacy. 

The 2005–2008 period saw a number of new initiatives
tailored specifically to athletes and young people—the primary
constituencies served by the Olympic Movement. In 2007, 
the IOC members approved the launch of the Youth Olympic
Games in 2010. This initiative, designed to combine sport,
education and culture, is the centrepiece of the IOC’s strategy
for reaching young people in the years to come (see sidebar,
page 49, for more information about the Youth Olympic
Games). Other initiatives such as the IOC Athlete Career
Programme, the Olympic Values Education Programme, the
360-degree Games management approach and the Sports
for Hope Programme enabled the IOC to demonstrate its
ongoing relevance and its responsiveness to the needs of
athletes, young people and the world community. 

For its part, Olympic Solidarity continued decentralising 
its funding authority to move more decision-making
responsibilities to the five Continental Associations of NOCs.
This transition enabled the Continental Associations to focus
on the development of Continental Programmes that were
most relevant to the individual NOCs in their respective
territories. The Association of National Olympic Committees of
Africa, for example, was able to respond to NOCs’ request for
funding to prepare athletes for regional sports competitions,
whilst the Olympic Council of Asia placed greater attention on
improving sports facilities across that continent. 

ADVANCING COLLABORATION

The IOC’s activities—from educating young people to
organising one of the world’s biggest sporting and 
cultural events—are all complex undertakings that require
extensive teamwork. 

Over the past four years, the IOC continued moving toward 
a cross-commission and cross-department approach to
meeting common goals. For example, the IOC Coordination
Commissions managed and implemented the working
relationships and cooperation between the IOC and the
Organising Committees (OCOGs) to ensure the successful
organisation of the Olympic Games. IOC Commissions and
Olympic Solidarity partnered with 205 NOCs to support
programmes aimed at advancing athletes’ development,
sports medicine, women and sport, and culture and
education. And the IOC Sport and Environment Commission
worked with the 33 IFs to create the IOC Guide on Sport,
Environment and Sustainable Development, which offers
hundreds of suggestions on how the sports community can
protect the planet for generations to come. It has become 
a primary reference tool in the world of sport. 

Collaboration extended beyond the IOC’s departments and
commissions to include the IOC’s Worldwide TOP Partners,
which played a critical role in helping the Turin and Beijing
organising committees prepare for and present the Olympic
Games. Support was offered in a number of areas, including
timing and scoring systems, IT infrastructure, sustenance for
the athletes, workforce and spectators, audiovisual
infrastructure, security equipment and venue infrastructure.

The Worldwide TOP Partners also provided financial support
to nearly all National Olympic Committees to help them
develop Olympic teams and send athletes to participate in the
Games. And, through innovative marketing and community-
building programmes, they shared the Olympic values with
billions of people around the world and left an enduring
Olympic Games legacy in Italy and China. 

The 12 Worldwide TOP Partners included Coca-Cola, Atos
Origin, GE, Johnson & Johnson, Kodak, Lenovo, Manulife,
McDonald’s, Omega, Panasonic, Samsung and Visa
International. Headquartered in seven countries across three
continents, these partners mirrored the global nature 
of the Olympic Movement. 

The IOC further extended its reach by collaborating with
external partners such as governmental and non-
governmental organisations, the United Nations, universities
and other entities. For example, the IOC worked with the
International Federation of Red Cross and Red Crescent
Societies to support a project in Azerbaijan to clear outdoor
sports areas of landmines. Today, local youngsters can play
freely and safely in these once-dangerous areas. Together 
with the United Nations Peacekeeping Missions and national
governments, the IOC introduced Sport for Peace projects 
in Liberia and the Democratic Republic of Congo, and
provided resources for the first Peace Games in Haiti and 
the Dominican Republic. These projects brought young
people together in forums that fostered dialogue, peace 
and friendship. 

THE IOC SERVES AS A PRIMARY
ADVOCATE FOR ATHLETES, POSITIONS
SPORT AS A MODEL FOR PEACE AND
HARMONY, AND SAFEGUARDS A SET
OF VALUES THAT RESONATE WELL
BEYOND THE PLAYING FIELDS 
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The IOC often takes a leading role in dealing with the many
issues that confront international sport in a complex world.
Some challenges present a direct threat to athletic
competition and fair play, whilst others go well beyond sport
and affect society at large. In the 2005–2008 period, the
IOC worked to manage those risks that might compromise
its mission, ethical principles and position as a leading
sports organisation.

For example, the IOC’s prudent financial management
helped limit the negative impact on the Olympic Movement
from the global economic downturn that began in 2008.
Whilst the IOC and other members of the Olympic
Movement were not immune to the economic turmoil, the
IOC maintained a substantial financial reserve and increased
funding to organising committees, NOCs and IFs during the
quadrennium. Olympic Worldwide TOP Partners and
broadcasters continued their strong support. 

Against the serious challenge of doping in sport, the IOC
continued to set the standard for sport organisations around
the world. During the 2006 Turin Olympic Games period, the
IOC and the World Anti-Doping Agency oversaw the
administration of 1,200 doping tests—72 percent more than
were administered in Salt Lake City in 2002. In Beijing,
4,770 tests—or approximately 32 percent more than in
Athens in 2004—were carried out, making it the largest-ever
testing programme at an Olympic Games. To further
reinforce its policy of “zero tolerance”, the IOC decided in
2008 that athletes’ test samples collected in Beijing and
during future Olympic Games’ periods would be stored for
eight years, making retroactive analyses possible when and
if more sophisticated tests become available.

In addition, the IOC worked to maintain the autonomy of the
Olympic Movement and sport, in general. Representatives
from across the Olympic Movement held seminars on the
Autonomy of the Olympic and Sport Movement to discuss
ways to foster greater cooperation and intervention and
present a unified response to governmental intervention.

Re-articulating the Olympic Values 

In 2006, the IOC launched a collaborative effort across the Olympic Movement to simplify the articulation of the Olympic
values, which over the years had come to stand for many things. Today, all of the IOC’s activities and principles are anchored
in three universal, yet clearly defined values: 

MANAGE RISKS

Excellence

This value stands for giving one’s best, on the field of play and in life. It is not about winning, but participating and making progress
against personal goals. Excellence also describes the quality of effort that permeates all of the Olympic Movement’s programmes—
from managing the Olympic Games to developing sport programmes that encourage youth to be the best they can be.

Friendship

This value encourages participants and spectators alike to consider sport as a tool for mutual understanding. Athletes express this
value by forming life-long bonds with their teammates and competitors. The Olympic Movement expresses this value through
humanitarian assistance, culture and education programmes, and forums for open dialogue on issues such as sport and peace.

Respect

This value incorporates respect for oneself, others, rules and the environment. Athletes demonstrate respect through fair play. The Olympic
Movement expresses its commitment to this value in its fight against doping, its ongoing support for athletes’ development and women’s
advancement in the world of sport, and its promotion of environmental sustainability. 

AT THE 2008 BEIJING GAMES, 4,770
DRUG TESTS WERE ADMINISTERED,
MAKING IT THE LARGEST-EVER
TESTING PROGRAMME AT AN
OLYMPIC GAMES.
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CELEBRATING
THE OLYMPIC GAMES

As the leader of the Olympic Movement, the IOC is dedicated
to uniting sport, culture and education in the service of
mankind. The most visible expression of the IOC’s efforts
lies in the organisation of the Olympic Games, which are
celebrated every two years. In the 2005–2008 quadrennium,
the IOC focused its energies and resources to:

• Improve the quality of the Games
• Improve the experience of the Games
• Successfully deliver the Olympic Games

THE ACTIVITY OF THE OLYMPIC
MOVEMENT IS PERMANENT AND
UNIVERSAL. IT REACHES ITS PEAK
WITH THE BRINGING TOGETHER OF
THE ATHLETES OF THE WORLD AT
THE GREAT SPORT FESTIVAL, THE
OLYMPIC GAMES.  

THE OLYMPIC CHARTER
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IMPROVE THE
QUALITY OF THE GAMES

• Updated tools to better support the OCOGs, IOC
Commissions and departments in their efforts to improve
Games quality. Master Schedule II was finalised in 2006.
This software tool enabled the monitoring of Games’
preparations and provided at-a-glance status on more
than 1,500 technical and operational milestones in all
functional areas of Games management. In addition,
OCOGs and Candidate Cities now have access to 32
technical manuals. These guides, updated after every
edition of the Games, describe organisers’ legal
obligations, functional requirements and current practices
for a range of subjects, from venue construction
standards to finance. 

• Revitalised its knowledge transfer capabilities. In 2005,
the IOC Olympic Games department, in collaboration
with the Technology and Information Management
departments, absorbed the activities of the Olympic
Games Knowledge Services subsidiary. The resulting
programme, known as Olympic Games Knowledge
Management (OGKM), is a critical tool for transferring
knowledge and experiences from Games to Games. The
main components of OGKM are an extranet for sharing
information, observers’ programmes and secondment
programmes that help OCOGs’ personnel gain hands-on
experience in all aspects of Games preparation and
operations, and official debriefings held within a few
months of the close of the Games. Also important is
the 12-year Olympic Games Impact study (OGI). This
management tool, revised in 2007, helps Games
organisers understand and quantify the impact of the
Olympic Games on more than 100 economic, socio-
cultural and environmental indicators. Beijing is the first
host city currently completing the full OGI study. 

• Launched a 360-degree Games management approach
to augment existing Games management tools and allow
the IOC to manage all aspects of the Olympic Games
from a broad, holistic and unified perspective. The IOC
considers the 360 programme to be an organisational
philosophy that enables the organisation to identify—and
act on—opportunities, challenges and trends that are
likely to affect the relevance of the Games in the future.
At the programme’s core are six cross-departmental and
cross-functional communities of practice focused on:
Olympic product and experience; client services; image,
context and reputation; venues and infrastructure; Games
operations; and commercial and financial issues. The
insights generated by the new Games management
approach on these topics stimulated creativity and
innovation, helped the IOC maintain the appeal of the
Olympic Games in a constantly changing environment,
and supported a long-term, strategic vision.

The Turin and Beijing organising committees used these
tools to deliver well-organised events, great sporting
moments and a lasting legacy. Vancouver, London and
Sochi are following suit. 

The IOC oversaw all organisational activities leading up to
and during the Olympic Games in Turin in 2006 and Beijing
in 2008. In addition, the IOC was heavily involved in
preparing for upcoming Games in Vancouver (2010),
London (2012) and Sochi (2014)—the latter two of which
were selected as host cities by IOC members in 2005 and
2007, respectively. 

Managing the preparations and operations of all these
Games required the orchestrated effort of many members
of the Olympic Movement, as well as sponsors and 
other outside partners. Primary responsibilities fell to the
Organising Committees for the Olympic Games (OCOGs),
with considerable support from the IOC Coordination
Commissions and the IOC Olympic Games department.
However, nearly every other IOC Commission and
department contributed to the Games’ successes. 

Throughout the 2005–2008 period, the IOC placed 
an emphasis on managing the Olympic Games’ cost 
and complexity, whilst maintaining the high quality of
competition that athletes and fans had come to expect.
Toward that end, the IOC:  

• Integrated 117 recommendations of the Olympic Games
Study Commission into host city candidature application
procedures, as well as the technical manuals that guide
OCOG activities. Originally issued in 2003, these
recommendations covered a range of areas from 
Games management to accreditations to venue
construction. The 2006 Games in Turin were the first
Olympic Winter Games to act on a third of these
suggested improvements. The 2008 Games in Beijing
implemented 90 percent of them—as will the 2010
Winter Games in Vancouver. The London organising
committee is on track to be the first to fully implement 
all of the new measures. 

27
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The IOC has long recognised that its actions to improve 
the quality of the Games must be coupled with efforts to
improve the experience of the Games for all who view them
or are involved. The challenge for the IOC and Games
organisers is to understand, and then exceed, the
expectations of all participants. The IOC encouraged
organisers and other Olympic Movement members involved
in Games preparation to think like the “clients” they served in
order to devise programmes that would deliver an optimal
Games experience:

• Athletes. More than 10,500 athletes in Beijing and 2,500
in Turin competed in venues designed to exacting
International Federation (IF) standards and further
benefitted from state-of-the-art accommodations and
scoring systems. 

• Spectators. Up to 18,000 volunteers in Turin and 70,000
in Beijing were trained to help Olympic visitors during 
their time in the host cities. In Turin, spectators were able
to extend their Olympic experiences by attending 
Games-related cultural events such as evening concerts
in the medals plaza. In Beijing, spectators took advantage
of the 2008 Cultural Olympiad, which included the last
stop of a one-year tour of the One World, One Dream 
IOC Olympic Treasure Exhibition. This travelling exhibition,
the largest mobile exhibition ever mounted by the Olympic
Museum, attracted an estimated 2 million people in the
fifteen cities to which it travelled in the lead-up to the
Games. Also in Beijing, more than 100,000 visitors
attended Olympexpo, the largest exhibition of pins,
stamps, coins, memorabilia and art objects related to 
the Olympic Games ever staged. The event was jointly
sponsored by the IOC, BOCOG, the Chinese Olympic
Committee (COC) and China Post Group. 

IMPROVE THE
EXPERIENCE OF THE GAMES 

• Broadcasters. The fundamental IOC broadcast policy, as
set forth in the Olympic Charter, is to ensure the widest
possible audience for the Olympic Games. Olympic
broadcast partnerships during the 2005–2008 period
achieved that goal.

The Turin Olympic Broadcast Organisation provided
nearly 1,000 hours of live content of the 2006 Games. 
In turn, the IOC’s broadcast partners were able to make
an unprecedented amount of footage available to viewers 
in their territories. More than 16,000 hours of broadcast
coverage of the 2006 Winter Games were available to
television viewers, the most of any Olympic Winter
Games. In addition, the Olympic broadcasters made
greater use of satellite and digital platforms to provide
billions of viewers with increased access to the Games. 
In fact, broadcast coverage of Torino 2006 marked a 57
percent increase over the previous record of 10,416
hours of coverage established for the Games in Salt 
Lake City in 2002.

Beijing 2008 saw the Olympic Games – and Olympic
broadcasting – come of age, as superb sporting action
was delivered to the world via television, the internet and
mobile phones, offering fans unprecedented choice of
when and where to watch the Games. Beijing Olympic
Broadcasting Company, a joint venture of Olympic
Broadcasting Services and BOCOG, provided more than
5,000 hours of high definition sporting competitions to
the rights-holding broadcast partners. Coverage for the
2008 Olympic Games—the first Games covered entirely
in high definition—exceeded 61,700 hours globally,
making it the largest broadcast event in history.

Digital media coverage of the Beijing Games was also
freely available, making the 2008 Olympic Games the first
truly digital Games. Fans were able to access live action
and highlight videos streamed to their mobile phones, live
video streams via the Internet through dedicated sites
and television coverage in High Definition Television
(HDTV). In addition to the activities of its rights-holding
broadcast partners, the IOC launched its own internet
channel, "Beijing 2008", available on the YouTube
platform, to broadcast video highlights from the Games
to those territories where digital video-on-demand rights
had not been sold.  

THE BEIJING 2008 OLYMPIC GAMES WERE
THE MOST WATCHED GAMES IN OLYMPIC
HISTORY, WITH A POTENTIAL GLOBAL
REACH OF 4.3 BILLION PEOPLE.
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• Sponsors. The 12 Worldwide TOP Partners during the
2005–2008 quadrennium provided US$866 million in
financial support and goods and services for the Olympic
Movement. In exchange, they received exclusive global
marketing rights within their designated product or
service categories. Once again the Olympic Games
provided a unique marketing platform, enabling sponsors
to achieve their business goals by supporting the
timeless values and traditions of the Olympic Movement.

• Media. Olympic Games reporters and photographers
enjoyed favourable working conditions in Turin and
Beijing. During the 2008 Games, the media also
benefitted from the revamped www.olympic.org website,
which included a multimedia service specifically designed
for journalists, allowing them access to a host of free
downloadable videos, audios, photographs and
information. Also in Beijing, the IOC worked with Chinese
authorities to try to loosen the government’s media
restrictions to some politically sensitive Internet sites.
Whilst some restrictions remained in place throughout 
the Games, over 21,000 accredited journalists in Beijing
generally had far greater press freedoms and access 
than before. 

• Host-city communities. Current and future generations 
of residents in Turin and Beijing will enjoy a positive and
sustainable legacy from their cities’ hosting the Olympic
Games. In Turin, for example, the Olympic Games—and
the expertise gained from organising them—have helped
transform the region into a popular winter sports
destination. Within one year of the Games’ conclusion,
the Piedmont region had hosted 20 major sports events.
In Beijing, new sports venues, a new airport terminal, 
and improved transportation and other infrastructure
improvements have changed the face of the city. The
intangible benefits—brought about by the introduction 
of volunteerism and Olympic education on a grand scale,
and, most importantly, by the introduction of China to the
rest of the world—will be even more striking. In both Turin
and Beijing, the environmental legacies are particularly
noteworthy (see pages 52–53 for more information). 

Looking forward, the organising committees for future
Olympic Games have positioned “legacy” as a central
component of their planning efforts. Each is committed 
to building on the legacy success of Turin and Beijing to
further enhance the Olympic Games experience. 

Vancouver, for example, kicked off its Cultural Olympiad in
February 2008. The seven-week community celebration of
arts and culture presented more than 300 performances
and 10 exhibitions, highlighting Canadian arts and culture in
a range of disciplines, from music and dance to theatre and
new media. Vancouver’s efforts mark the first time a Winter
Games has launched a Cultural Olympiad two years before
Games time. The London Organising Committee, in tandem
with the Olympic Delivery Authority, has made steady
progress in its construction of the main 2012 Olympic site,
which, after the Games, will be transformed into one of the
largest urban parks created in Europe in the past 150
years. And Sochi, for its part, has announced plans to
establish the first Olympic University, which will allow
students from around the world to participate in two-year
Masters Degree programmes in International Sports and 
in shorter programmes. The new Russian International
Olympic University will be situated within the Sochi 2014
Olympic Park and is scheduled to open in 2012. 
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Both the XX Winter Olympic Games in Turin and the 
Games of the XXIX Olympiad in Beijing brought together
thousands of elite athletes and millions of sport fans for 
an extraordinary purpose: to celebrate the universal ideals 
of excellence, friendship and respect played out on a 
global stage.

XX Olympic Winter Games
Turin, Italy  
10–26 February 2006
Under the motto “Passion Lives Here!”, Turin, Italy
welcomed a record number of 2,508 athletes, including 
960 women, to compete in the XX Winter Olympic Games.
Participants represented 80 National Olympic Committees,
including, for the first time, Albania, Ethiopia and
Madagascar. Athletes from 26 NOCs were awarded medals
in 84 events. Two of these events—men and women’s
snowboard cross—made their Olympic debuts and proved
especially appealing to younger audiences. 

The sports competitions, under the direction of the IFs, 
were widely acclaimed to be technically excellent. Nearly
one million spectators were on hand in Turin, whilst another
three billion from around the world watched on television,
including, for the first time, viewers in Mongolia and
Azerbaijan. Olympic Games coverage was broadcast 
in 200 countries. Nearly 5 million visitors logged onto
www.olympic.org, which the IOC had revamped prior to 
the Games as another way to engage young people with
the Olympic experience. 

Amongst the Games’ exceptional athletic performances that
garnered all this attention were those of the Austrian Alpine
skiers, who won 14 of the 30 medals awarded in that
discipline, and the Republic of Korea’s short-track speed
skaters, who earned 10 medals of the possible 24.

Canadian Cindy Klassen was awarded medals in five of the
six women’s speed skating events. Then there was Kjetil
Andre Aamodt of Norway, who became the first Alpine skier
to win four medals in the same event, the Super G, and the
first to win four gold medals in total. 

In addition, more than 450 athletes from 39 countries
competed in the Paralympic Games, which were held in
Turin from 10 to 19 March 2006. Approximately 250,000
fans were in Turin to witness 58 medal events in four sports,
including wheelchair curling, which was on the Paralympic
programme for the first time. The other sports included
Alpine Skiing, Ice Sledge Hockey and Nordic Skiing. In 
June 2006, the IOC formally extended its support to the
International Paralympic Committee through 2016. This
means the Paralympic Games can continue to compete 
in the same city as the Olympic Games, benefit from the
same Organising Committee and use the same sports
venues and facilities. 

In terms of economic impact and legacy, the Olympic
Games accelerated Turin’s transition from a post-industrial
to a service economy focused on winter sports. The Games
also facilitated major projects that renovated part of Turin’s
architectural heritage and created new housing and
transportation infrastructure. Structures built for the Olympic
Games were transformed for other uses after the
competitions. And environmental sustainability initiatives,
launched in preparation for the Games, continue to
contribute to an improved quality of life in the region.
Together, these benefits injected new energy and optimism
in the Turin community.

SUCCESSFULLY DELIVER 
THE OLYMPIC GAMES 
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TURIN GAMES
BY NUMBERS

16 days

7 sports 

84 events

Approximately 2,500
athletes

80 NOCs competing 

26 NOC medal winners

1,219 drug tests

18,000 volunteers 

Nearly 900,000 tickets sold

Estimated 3.2 billion
televison viewers

16,311 hours of Games
coverage broadcast in over
200 countries and territories 

Approximately 700 million
page views recorded at
www.torino2006.org  

Approximately 32 million
page views recorded at
www.olympic.org during 
the Games

2006 Paralympic 
Winter Games

474 athletes

39 NOCs

4 sports, including
wheelchair curling for 
the first time

162,974 tickets sold 

3,300 volunteers
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Games of the XXIX Olympiad
Beijing, China
8–24 August 2008
For 16 days in August, the eyes of the world were on
Beijing, where more than 10,500 athletes competed at peak
performance, including more women than ever before.
Athletes from a record number of 204 NOCs participated,
including, for the first time, the Marshall Islands, Montenegro
and Tuvalu. In total, athletes representing 87 national
Olympic teams were honoured with medals. Competitors
from Afghanistan, Mauritius, Tajikistan and Togo stood on
the podium for the first time. The motto for the Games—
“One World, One Dream”—was aptly chosen. 

The Beijing Games saw 44 world and 132 Olympic records
set. American swimmer Michael Phelps won eight gold
medals, becoming the most decorated Olympian in history.
Britain’s Ben Ainslee won his third consecutive sailing gold.
And the Jamaican track-and-fielders claimed gold in the
men’s 100m, 200m, 4x100m and a clean sweep in the
women’s 100m and gold in the 200m. Jamaican sprinter
Usain Bolt’s time of 9.69 seconds in the Men’s 100m won
him the gold medal, the world record and the unofficial title
of “fastest man on earth”. Dutchman Maarten van der
Weijden, who had recovered from leukaemia just six years
prior, won gold in the 10km open-water competition, a new
and popular event in these Olympic Games. The XIII
Paralympic Summer Games, held from 6 to 17 September,
added to the Olympic legacy in Beijing. Nearly 4,000
athletes from 146 countries participated and, in the process,
set 279 new world records. 

Records were broken off the playing fields, as well. The
Olympic Torch Relay, which began in Olympia, Greece 
on 24 March, travelled 137,000 kilometres through 21
countries. The world’s largest-ever Olympic education
programme, launched by the Beijing Organising Committee
for the Olympic Games with China’s Education Ministry and
NOC, reached 400 million children in over 400,000 schools.
Nearly 70,000 volunteers were on hand in Beijing to offer
assistance to the athletes, spectators and others. 

Viewership and audience engagement also reached new
heights. The 2008 Olympic Games were the most watched
Games in Olympic history, attracting an estimated potential
television audience of 4.3 billion people in 220 territories.
The opening ceremony attracted 842 million TV viewers in
China alone. In addition, the official IOC website and other
Games-related sites attracted record levels of traffic, with
www.Beijing2008.cn drawing in 105.7 million unique users
during August and www.olympic.org receiving more visits in
the first week of the Games than it had done for the whole
of the Athens 2004 Olympic Games. 

The organisation of these Games, which IOC President
Rogge called “truly exceptional Games”, was excellent. So
were the venues. The National Stadium, dubbed the “Bird’s
Nest”, and the National Swimming Centre, known as the
“Water Cube”, were avant-garde models of sports
architecture and the symbols of a new Beijing. Besides the
athletic competitions, the efficient staging of the Games and
the inspiring venues, the 2008 Olympic Games will be
remembered as a catalyst for change in China. With the
Games came two million new jobs, a renewed focus on
environmental sustainability and an improved urban
infrastructure. Most importantly, the Beijing Games opened
China—home to one-fifth of the world’s population—to the
rest of the world and introduced the world to the friendliness
and warmth of the Chinese people.
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BEIJING GAMES
BY NUMBERS

16 days

28 sports

302 events

Approximately 10,500
athletes 

204 NOCs competing 

87 NOC medal winners

4,770 drug tests

70,000 volunteers 

6.5 million tickets sold

Potential global reach of
4.3 billion television viewers  

61,700 hours of Games
coverage broadcast in 220
countries and territories

105.67 million unique visitors
to www.Beijing2008.cn
in August

6.5 million hits recorded at
www.olympic.org during the
month of August

2008 Paralympic Games

3,951 athletes

146 NOCs

20 sports, including rowing
for the first time

1.82 million tickets sold 
(with an additional 1.62
million tickets provided to
children, education and
community groups)

30,000 volunteers
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SUPPORTING
THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT 

One of the primary responsibilities of the IOC is to ensure
the ongoing financial stability of the Olympic Movement.
It does so not only by securing Olympic revenue, but also
by distributing that revenue equitably amongst member
organisations of the Olympic Movement so that they can
effectively carry out their efforts to stage the Olympic Games
and promote sport development and Olympism around
the world. 

The primary sources of Olympic revenue, are the sale of
broadcast rights of the Olympic Games and The Olympic
Partnership (TOP) programme (see chart). Increases in
broadcast and sponsorship revenue over the past two
decades have provided the Olympic Movement and sport
with a strong financial base. 

THE TOP WORLDWIDE SPONSORSHIP
PROGRAMME WAS THE MOST SUCCESSFUL 
ON RECORD, GENERATING US$866 MILLION.
BROADCAST REVENUES ALSO HIT NEW
HIGHS, GENERATING US$2.6 BILLION FOR
THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT AS A WHOLE.

Olympic Revenue Sources:

Broadcasting (67%)

Sponsorship (27%)

Licensing (6%)

Olympic Revenue Distribution:

NOCs/IFs/OCOGs (>90%)

IOC (<10%)
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The IOC also contributes Olympic revenue to the
programmes of various recognised international sports
organisations, including the International Paralympic
Committee, the Paralympic Organising Committee, the
World Anti-Doping Agency and the Court of Arbitration 
for Sport. 

The continued success of the Olympic broadcast
agreements and the TOP programme has allowed the 
IOC to increase its support of the OCOGs, NOCs and IFs
with each Olympic quadrennium. That growing financial
assistance is significant and necessary. However, it is not 
all that is required to ensure the continued growth and 
health of the Olympic Movement. Just as important as 
the financial resources are the purposes to which those
resources are applied and the outcomes that are achieved.
Three main purposes dominate the IOC’s agenda:

• Support and protect athletes

• Strengthen sports organisations

• Maintain the autonomy of the Olympic Movement

The IOC keeps less than ten percent of all revenue
collected to cover the operational and administrative costs
associated with governing the Olympic Movement. All of the
rest is shared with member organisations of the Olympic
Movement, under the direction and approval of the IOC
Finance Commission. The main recipients include:

• The Organising Committees for the Olympic Games
(OCOGs). The IOC provides TOP programme
contributions, as well as Olympic broadcast revenue, to
support the staging of the Olympic Games and Olympic
Winter Games. The long-term nature of the broadcast 
and sponsorship programmes enable the IOC to provide
the majority of organising committees’ budgets well in
advance of the Games. The organising committees raise
additional revenues through domestic marketing activities,
which include sponsorship, ticketing and licensing
programmes. 

• National Olympic Committees (NOCs). The IOC
distributes TOP programme revenue to each of the 205
National Olympic Committees around the world for the
training and development of Olympic teams, Olympic
athletes and Olympic hopefuls. In addition, the IOC
supports NOCs through Olympic Solidarity, an
independent Commission responsible for managing and
distributing the NOCs’ share of broadcast revenues.

• International Olympic Sports Federations (IFs).
The IOC provides financial support from Olympic
broadcast revenue to the 33 International Federations.
These funds, which are used to support the development
of sport worldwide, are distributed after the completion
of the Games in which the federation is active.

SUPPORT AND
PROTECT ATHLETES

Services to support and protect athletes’ interests remained
a clear priority for the IOC during the 2005–2008 period.
Within this category of activity, there were three primary
areas of focus:

Preparation for the Games. NOCs were able to prepare
hundreds of athletes for the Olympic Games, as well as
other major competitions, thanks to Olympic Solidarity’s
team grants and individual scholarships. At the grassroots
level, Olympic Solidarity funded a number of projects aimed
at helping NOCs identify potential sport talent for future
Games (see following page for more information on Olympic
Solidarity’s funding programmes during the 2005–2008
period). The IOC Athletes’ Commission continued its role 
of advocacy as well, working with the IOC Coordination
Commissions to make sure the needs of athletes were 
taken into consideration during the organisation of the
Olympic Games. 
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Education, training and career management. More than
3,000 Olympic athletes have taken part in the IOC Athlete
Career Programme. Launched in 2005 by the IOC Athletes’
Commission, in partnership with Adecco, this programme
provides professional development and job placement
support for Olympians during and after their retirement from
elite sport. The Athletes’ Commission also hosted the
second and third International Athletes’ Forums in 2005 and
2007. These gatherings allowed representatives from the IF
athletes’ commissions and the NOC continental athletes’
commissions to examine and make recommendations
related to elementary, secondary and university education for
athletes, life skills development, and post-sports career
reconversion and job placement options. Olympic Solidarity
funded special training programmes (as well as scholarships)
to give coaches in a number of countries the latest scientific
and technical knowledge they needed to meet athletes’
changing training requirements. Younger athletes were not
forgotten. Another set of programmes made it possible for
NOCs to expose young and promising athletes to high-level
training and coaching. 

Protection of athletes’ health. The IOC Medical
Commission, with support from the IOC Medical and
Scientific department, took the lead in managing a number
of programmes related to athletes’ health. Highlights
included the development of an innovative, two-year
distance-learning course on nutrition, which awarded its first
certificates in 2007. Workshops were offered to help
coaches, team physicians, IFs and sport governing bodies
understand, recognise and, if possible, prevent conditions
that are detrimental to athletes’ health. In a related effort, a
number of consensus statements were issued on a variety
of topics such as asthma in elite athletes, the molecular
basis of connective tissue and muscle injuries in sport,

MORE THAN 3,000 OLYMPIC ATHLETES 
HAVE TAKEN PART IN THE IOC ATHLETE
CAREER PROGRAMME.

• 1,088 Olympic scholarships to deserving athletes from
166 countries in the run-up to the Beijing Games.
Ultimately, 591 Olympic scholarship holders from 151
countries qualified to take part, winning a total of 81
medals. 40 NOCs in Beijing had at least half of their
delegations made up of Olympic scholarship holders,
whilst the delegations of 5 NOCs were composed entirely
of scholarship recipients 

• 182 NOCs to prepare athletes for continental and regional
Games, notably the Doha Asian Games, the European
Youth Olympic Festivals, the Pan American Games and
the All Africa Games

• 154 NOCs to prepare young athletes for potential
participation in the 2010 and 2012 Olympic Games 

• 69 NOCs to help them discover young sporting talent

• 980 basic training courses organised for coaches
from 142 NOCs

• 529 Olympic scholarships for coaches to receive
high-level training

• 446 basic-level and 10 advanced-level national training
courses for sports administrators

• 175 international masters-level scholarships for sports
managers

• 117 NOC exchange projects

• 113 initiatives aimed at increasing women’s
participation in sport practice and administration 

• 57 initiatives to help NOCs promote physical activity at
all levels of society

• 144 initiatives to help NOCs promote culture and
Olympic education 

OLYMPIC SOLIDARITY:
SPORT DEVELOPMENT AT THE NOC LEVEL

Olympic Solidarity, under the authority of the IOC Olympic Solidarity Commission, distributed US$244 million
to support NOC activities in the 2005–2008 quadrennium. The largest share of funding was offered to NOCs
via 20 World Programmes, which covered four critical areas of sports development: strengthening athletes’
competitiveness; training highly qualified coaches; professionalising NOC management; and promoting
Olympic Values around the world. Through its World Programmes, Olympic Solidarity funded:

sexual harassment and abuse in sport, and training the elite
child athlete. During the Games, the commission oversaw
the expanded drug-testing programmes and also managed
an extensive injury surveillance programme, which added to
the scientific body of knowledge related to the causes and
prevention of sports injuries. And in Beijing, the commission
worked with Chinese authorities to ensure that air quality
levels would be safe for the competing athletes. 
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STRENGTHEN SPORTS
ADMINISTRATION

Over the past four years, the IOC worked with members 
of the Olympic Movement to develop the capabilities, tools
and practices necessary for sport to thrive in the 21st
century. The IOC’s focus was on helping member
organisations professionalise their administrative capabilities
and foster gender diversity. 

• Strengthen management capabilities. In the 2005–2008
period, regular visits by NOC representatives to the IOC
headquarters in Lausanne improved the IOC’s
understanding of the day-to-day management needs of
the NOCs and the NOCs’ understanding of the IOC’s
administrative operations. NOCs gained insights into the
marketing and broadcast opportunities in their countries
through support from the IOC TV and Marketing Services
department. To further improve communications and
transparency, the NOC extranet was redesigned in 2007.
Organisers for the 2007 Pan American Games and the
2007 European Youth Olympic Festival used this tool as 
a primary communications channel for the NOCs
participating in these continental competitions. 

Olympic Solidarity also played a critical role in
strengthening NOC administrative practices. Several
funding programmes focused exclusively on helping them
equip their staff with the knowledge and skills needed to
run a successful sports organisation in the 21st century.
An NOC exchange programme allowed NOC employees
to acquire valuable experience through placements of up 
to three months with more developed NOCs. Another
programme offered scholarships to encourage NOC
administrators to pursue Executive Masters in Sports
Organisation Management coursework in English, 
French or Spanish.  

For the IFs, the IOC provided funding to help them
manage mid- to long-term initiatives for the development
of their sports. Specific projects focused on making
training available for judges and referees, providing
equipment for sports practice and covering operational
expenses for IF training centres.

• Encourage gender diversity. Whilst the participation of
women in the Olympic Games has steadily increased over
the past 20 years, the percentage of women in governing
and administrative bodies of the Olympic Movement
remains low. Recognising that gender diversity is a critical
component of effective sports administration, the IOC
maintained its tradition of supporting the promotion of
women in sport at all levels and in all structures. 

The IOC Women and Sport Commission, in partnership 
with Olympic Solidarity, worked to help NOCs improve
opportunities for women athletes and administrators.
In 2006, the commission hosted the first African Forum 
for Women in Sport. More than 50 NOC delegates
gathered to reinforce the women and sport network 
on the continent. In 2007, a seminar for NOCs in the
Americas provided delegates from 34 NOCs with skill-
development training in management and leadership.
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MAINTAINING THE AUTONOMY
OF THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT

THE OLYMPIC MOVEMENT’S AUTONOMY 
IS ONE OF ITS MOST IMPORTANT AND
DISTINGUISHING FEATURES. 

In addition, the IOC NOC Relations department tapped
resources from the Association of NOCs, the Continental
Associations, the IOC Sport and Law Commission and the
IOC Juridical Commission to address specific issues and
governmental actions. Another important group involved in
maintaining sports autonomy is the IOC International
Relations Commission. With a mandate to build relationships
between the Olympic Movement members and
governments and public authorities, the commission relies
on the expertise of its members—all of whom have had, or
currently hold, a political function in their respective country
or region—to promote cooperation, and to contribute to
resolving conflicts when possible. 

The autonomy of the Olympic Movement, the importance of
good governance and ethics, and the relationship between
the Olympic Movement and its stakeholders will be three key
discussion points at the 2009 Olympic Congress.

The Olympic Movement’s autonomy is one of its most
important and distinguishing features. 

In recent years, however, this autonomy has been
jeopardised by interference from outside parties or
disagreements within national sporting organisations. 

As guardian of the IOC’s Code of Ethics, the IOC Ethics
Commission worked to ensure that all Olympic parties
maintained harmonious relations with state authorities, in
accordance with the principle of universality and political
neutrality of the Olympic Movement. In 2006 and again in
2008, representatives of the Olympic Movement convened
in Lausanne for the first and second seminars on the
Autonomy of the Olympic and Sport Movement. Participants
examined the state of autonomy, discussed ways to foster
greater cooperation amongst sport organisations and
governments, explored how to best maintain principles of
good governance and ethics, and agreed to a systematic
exchange of information to react jointly and efficiently in
cases of conflict with governmental organisations.
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PROMOTING SPORT AND
OLYMPIC VALUES IN SOCIETY

The Olympic Games and the events that surround them
such as the Olympic Torch Relay and Opening and Closing
Ceremonies showcase the Olympic values of excellence,
friendship and respect in a highly visible way. 

Rights-holding broadcasters for the 2006 and 2008 Olympic
Games brought the Games experience and, by extension,
the Olympic values to billions of viewers around the world
with unprecedented levels of coverage across TV, Internet
and mobile phone channels. 

The Worldwide TOP Partners also played a central role in
promoting the Olympic Values to audiences around the
world by highlighting their associations with the Olympic
Games. Their record-setting contributions of products,
services, technology, expertise and financial resources over
the four-year quadrennium allowed the IOC, the organising
committees and every NOC to launch programmes that
conveyed the universality of sport and the Olympic values 
to as large an audience as possible. 

THE WORLD’S LARGEST-EVER OLYMPIC
EDUCATION PROGRAMME, LAUNCHED
BY THE BEIJING ORGANISING COMMITTEE
FOR THE OLYMPIC GAMES WITH 
CHINA’S EDUCATION MINISTRY AND 
NOC, REACHED 400 MILLION CHILDREN
IN OVER 400,000 SCHOOLS.

In the 2005–2008 quadrennium, the IOC, through its
commissions and in collaboration with all members of the
Olympic Movement and external parties, demonstrated
Olympism in action through programmes in six key areas:

• At the grassroots level
• Education through sport
• Women and sport
• Environment and sustainable development
• Development through sport
• Peace through sport

Initiatives in these areas promoted tolerance, peace, gender
equality, mutual respect, and appreciation for others and the
world around us. In so doing, they proved that sport and the
Olympic values can provide a platform for positive and
lasting change.
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Believing that sport is a human right, the IOC continued its
efforts to develop opportunities for sports participation
around the world. In 2006, the Sport for All Commission
hosted the 11th World Sport for All Congress, which
examined the specific needs of developing countries. The
12th Congress, held in Malaysia in 2008, focused on how
the Sport for All theory could be turned into concrete action
for a healthier and active lifestyle for all generations.
Throughout the quadrennium, the Sport for All Commission
and IOC Sports department provided financial support for
specific NOC initiatives, ranging from inter-village athletic
tournaments in Burundi to an “Olympicnic” in Belgium. 

Some 80 per cent of NOCs—and millions of individuals
around the world—participated in Olympic Day events
during the 2005–2008 period. Funded by subsidies from
Olympic Solidarity and worldwide Olympic partner
McDonald’s, the day’s events (held on or around 23 June
each year) included the popular Olympic Day Run, as well
as other activities that introduced participants to new sports
and the benefits of physical activity.

A major new IOC initiative, unanimously approved by the IOC
Session in 2007, was launched to extend the reach of sport
and Olympic values to younger audiences. The Youth
Olympic Games, which will take place every second year
beginning in 2010, will be the cornerstone of the IOC’s
strategy for engaging young people and inspiring them to live
by the Olympic values (see sidebar for more information).

Another educational initiative organised in the quadrennium
is the Olympic Values Education Programme (OVEP).
Supported through a donation from International Sports
Multimedia and developed by the IOC Sport, Culture and
Education Commission, the International Cooperation and
Development department and the Olympic Museum. This
initiative created a multi-cultural, multi-language manual and
a database of educational projects that teachers around the
world could use to promote Olympism. Pilot workshops in
Tanzania and Korea demonstrated the programme‘s
popularity amongst children. In late 2008, the programme
was incorporated into the Indian National Club Games, the
Indian National Games and the OlympAfrica network. In the
years ahead, many more young people will be exposed to
the Olympic values via this important programme.

In 2006 and 2008, the IOC—in partnership with BOCOG
and the United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
organisation (UNESCO)—hosted the 5th and 6th World
Forums on Sport, Education and Culture. The 2006 Forum
showcased China’s vast Olympic education programme.
The 2008 Forum focused on building relationships,
reviewing the Olympic Movement’s culture and education
efforts, and setting out orientations for sport, culture and
education for the next two years. 

The Olympic Museum drew close to 200,000 visitors
annually with popular exhibitions such as “The Mind Makes
the Champion” and “The Roots of Sport”. The Museum also
launched a network of 10 museums within the Olympic
Movement to collaborate on collections, exhibitions and
education programmes, and to extend the impact of
Olympic history and ideals worldwide. In addition, the
Museum took a lead role in organising cultural activities
and competitions at the Olympic Games. 

Finally, a number of Olympic Movement partners augmented
the IOC’s efforts to deliver the messages of Olympism to
even broader audiences by delivering lectures, symposia,
publications and coursework. These institutions included the
International Olympic Academy and National Olympic
Academies, the International Fair Play Committee, the
International Pierre de Coubertin Committee and Panathlon
International, amongst others.

Combining sport, education and culture, the Youth Olympic
Games will offer young people the chance to experience the
Olympic values first hand. After the IOC’s historic decision to
organise these Games beginning in 2010, nine cities submitted
their bids to serve as the first host for the Summer Youth
Olympic Games. Singapore was ultimately selected as the
winning city in February 2008. In December 2008, Innsbruck,
Austria was announced as the host city of the first Winter Youth
Olympic Games in 2012. 

Targeting youngsters aged 14 to 18, the summer Youth Games
are expected to attract approximately 3,500 athletes from all 205
National Olympic Committees to compete in the 26 sports on the
London 2012 Olympic Games programme. The 1,000 or so
participants in the Winter Games will compete in all the sports on
the programme of the 2010 Olympic Winter Games. 

Importantly, the Youth Olympic Games will place as much, if not
more, emphasis on the manner in which sport is practised, rather
than the sporting achievement itself. They will serve as a
platform for educational and cultural programmes and they will
encourage young people to learn about the Olympic values and
the benefits of sport and healthy living. In these ways, the Youth
Olympic Games will be true to the vision of educating young
people through the values sport teaches. 

GRASSROOTS
INITIATIVES

EDUCATION
THROUGH SPORT 

THE YOUTH
OLYMPIC GAMES
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WOMEN AND SPORT 

The IOC has played an important role in enhancing women’s
participation in sport over the past 20 years. 

In the 2005–2008 period, the IOC worked with NOCs and
IFs to raise awareness of the need to ensure strict equality
between men and women, to provide women with wider
access to sports activities, and to encourage them to take
leadership positions in sports administration. Since 2006,
the IOC has hosted yearly capacity-building seminars aimed
at motivating women to play a more significant role in the
decision-making of NOCs and national sports federations. 
In 2005, the IOC’s Women and Sport Commission hosted 
a workshop and media briefing for female journalists from 
16 developing countries. And in 2008, the 4th IOC World
Conference on Women and Sport welcomed more than 
600 delegates from 116 countries to discuss sport as a
vehicle for social change. The Olympic Congress in 2009
and the Youth Olympic Games were defined as key
opportunities to advance the cause of girls and women 
in and through sport in the coming years. 

More female athletes than ever before took part in the 2006
and 2008 Olympic Games. In Turin, 960 women (38 percent
of the athletes competing) took part, up from 886 (or 36
percent) in 2002. Of the more than 10,500 athletes
competing in Beijing, 4,639 were women—300 more
women than had competed in Athens in 2004. During the
2008 Games, women competed in 26 of the 28 Olympic
sports. Several events were added and some modified,
thereby giving women’s representation a boost and thus
reducing the gap between male and female participants.

Recipients of the IOC “Women and Sport” World Trophy
were recognised for their outstanding contributions to 
the development of women’s participation in sport and 
sport administration:  

2005 – Gianna Angelopoulos-Daskalaki,
President of the Organising Committee for the
Games of the XXVIII Olympiad in Athens 

2006 – Gabriela Sabatini, 
Argentinean tennis player and Olympic medalist

2007 – Portia Simpson Miller, 
The first female Jamaican Prime Minister 

2008 – Datuk Seri Azalina Othman Said, 
The first female and youngest Minister of Youth 
and Sports in Malaysia
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ENVIRONMENT AND 
SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

The environment stands alongside sport and culture as the
third pillar of Olympism. The IOC’s understanding of the
need to preserve the world’s natural resources is
demonstrated in the efforts taken by the Organising
Committees in both Turin and Beijing. There, great strides
were taken to minimise the Games’ potentially adverse
environmental consequences.

The Turin Organising Committee for the Olympic Games
(TOROC)—the first organising committee to obtain an ISO
14001 international environment standard certification—
implemented a comprehensive environmental management
system, designed venues with post-Games use in mind,
applied green procurement and eco-friendly construction
standards, and published annual sustainability reports in
cooperation with the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) as a way to monitor and inform the
public of its progress. Other initiatives included centralising
key events and conserving fresh water and mountain
ecosystems. Perhaps most important was the Heritage
Climate Turin initiative, which not only raised awareness of
climate change issues amongst Turin residents, but also
offset 70 percent of greenhouse gases produced during the
Olympic Games and Paralympic Games. With these and
other programmes, the 2006 Winter Olympic Games marked
the first truly “green” major sports event in Europe and set
new standards for environmental sustainability.

The Beijing Organising Committee for the Olympic Games
(BOCOG), which received ISO 14001 certification in 2005,
carried out a comprehensive sustainability programme that
made use of, amongst other things, green venue construction
standards, solar energy, recycled water and construction
materials, and ozone-friendly refrigerants. All Olympic-related
building projects included 40 to 50 percent green space. 

Importantly, the Olympic Games in Beijing served as a
catalyst for the capital city to integrate sustainability into its
urban development plan. The Beijing Municipal Environmental
Protection Bureau rolled out more than 160 initiatives over the
seven-year period leading up to the Olympic Games,
including efforts to move polluting factories outside of the city,
transform coal-burning furnaces to natural gas, introduce new
public transport lines, treat wastewater and conserve the
watershed. These measures have fundamentally changed 
the ecology of the city and will benefit Beijing’s 15 million
residents for generations to come.

Future host cities are taking advantage of the IOC’s
knowledge sharing programmes to build on the
environmental successes in Turin and Beijing. In Vancouver
(2010), for example, a number of sustainability initiatives
have been put in place, ranging from venues that are built
to high environmental standards to comprehensive waste
management strategies. London (2012) has made
environmental protection a cornerstone of its Games
preparation and is focused on actions such as combating
climate change, reducing waste and enhancing biodiversity.
In Sochi, the organisers have already joined initiatives such
as UNEP’s Climate Neutral Network and are putting in
place environmental policies for greener Games in 2014.

In addition to overseeing the environmental programmes of
the Olympic Games, the IOC continued its effort to educate
other members of the Olympic Movement about
environmental sustainability. The 6th and 7th World
Conferences on Sport and the Environment, organised by the
IOC in conjunction with UNEP in 2005 and 2007, brought
together representatives from the Olympic Movement,
government and non-governmental agencies, research
institutes and the media to discuss priority issues related to
sport and environmental sustainability. Regional seminars for
representatives of NOCs were also organised in cooperation
with Olympic Solidarity and adapted to local conditions. In
addition to building awareness about the delicate balance that
exists between sport and nature, these seminars provided the
IOC, NOCs and their Sport and Environment Commissions
with opportunities to share their experiences in implementing
environmentally sustainable initiatives. 

IN 2007, THE UNITED NATIONS ENVIRONMENT
PROGRAMME BESTOWED ITS CHAMPIONS
OF THE EARTH AWARD TO THE IOC IN
RECOGNITION OF ITS COMMITMENT TO
SUSTAINABLE ENVIRONMENTAL POLICIES
AND DEVELOPMENT.
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DEVELOPMENT THROUGH SPORT 

In 2005, Heads of State and Government at the end of their
World Summit in New York—and in advance of their
participation in the 60th General Assembly of the UN—
adopted a statement that underscored the importance of
sport to development. Whilst this was a milestone in UN
history, the IOC had long recognised that sport can play an
important role in developing communities and improving
people’s wellbeing. It continued its focus on this mission in
the 2005–2008 period, cooperating with a variety of
international and local partners to support development
through sport at the community level. 

In 2007, the IOC launched Sports for Hope, an initiative that
provides young people in developing countries with the
opportunity to practise sport and be educated on the
Olympic values. Construction of the Olympic Youth
Development Centre in Lusaka, Zambia began in 2008 and
marked the first project to come out of the Sports for Hope
programme. The multi-purpose facility makes sport
accessible to the entire population of Lusaka. It provides an
environment in which athletes can train in close cooperation
with international and national federations. It also promotes
talent identification, the organisation of competitive sports
events, educational activities in the field of Olympism, the
organisation of seminars and workshops for coaches and
sport administrators, and social development programmes.  

In other initiatives, the IOC collaborated with NGO War Child
Uganda to improve the quality of life for 16,000 children and
25,000 adults displaced by internal strife. The centrepiece of
the effort was a sports programme that encouraged all
participants to take part in community-based activities such
as those related to environmental protection, peer education
and care for the elderly. In El Salvador, the IOC worked with
the United Nations Development Programme to organise
regular sporting and education activities as a way to deter
young people from criminality. The successful programme

has been integrated into a larger national plan aimed at
helping cities improve the safety and security of their
residents. And in Haiti, the IOC supported the country’s
NOC in the implementation of a development programme
that provided regular access to sport and recreation
activities for over 50,000 school children. The programme
also enabled them to learn about HIV/AIDS prevention,
Olympic values and sustainable development. Through
these and other programmes, the IOC helped build social
networks and contributed to the creation of a true spirit of
community and hope.

The IOC’s sport programmes for refugees, conducted in
partnership with the Office of the UN High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR), reached thousands of displaced
persons, particularly young people, touched by war. 
Over the 2005–2008 period, the IOC’s Giving is 
Winning campaign collected some 75,000 items of 
casual and sports clothing from Olympic Movement
members for distribution to refugees in Europe, Asia and
Africa. This doubled the results of the campaign during 
the previous quadrennium.

The IOC, primarily through its Medical Commission and
Medical and Scientific department, maintained its role as
an advocate for athletes by delivering programmes designed
to encourage healthy living. Contributions to studies on a
range of issues—from nutrition to injury prevention to
specific pathologies—had a much broader applicability. The
same can be said of the IOC’s anti-doping programmes,
which sent a strong message to young people about the
dangers of illegal substances. 

The IOC’s commitment to public health was also the driving
force behind HIV/AIDS prevention programmes, which
aimed to promote awareness and fight discrimination
against those infected. The first toolkit for HIV and AIDS
prevention through sport was jointly published in 2005 by
the IOC and UNAIDS. Over the past four years, it has been
translated into Chinese, French, English, Portuguese,
Russian and Swahili. In the coming months, it will be made
available in Spanish and Arabic. Further, the IOC helped
organise seminars to establish working relationships
between the NOCs and aid organisations such as UNICEF,
the World Bank and the International Federation of the Red
Cross and Red Crescent Societies. NOCs from Brazil,
Barbados, Kenya, Mali and many other countries now work
with aid agencies and government organisations to extend
the reach and effectiveness of their prevention and
awareness-raising campaigns.

Finally, in early 2005, the IOC was one of the first
organisations to provide relief assistance to those affected
by the tsunami that overwhelmed parts of Asia in
December 2004. And the IOC donated US$4 million for
the reconstruction of sports infrastructure in the Sichuan
region of China, which was hit by a devastating
earthquake in May 2008.

THE IOC COLLABORATED WITH NGO WAR
CHILD UGANDA TO IMPROVE THE QUALITY
OF LIFE FOR 16,000 CHILDREN AND 25,000
ADULTS DISPLACED BY INTERNAL STRIFE.
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PEACE THROUGH SPORT

The Olympic Truce Resolution, adopted by the UN General
Assembly prior to each edition of the Olympic Games, calls
for nations to observe peace during Games-time and to
contribute, through sport, to the search for diplomatic
solutions to the world’s conflicts. This resolution, which in
2006 and 2008 was underwritten by a record number of
countries and unanimously adopted, recognised that whilst
sport cannot solve all the world’s problems, it can contribute
to a more peaceful society by unifying competitors in a
common purpose, bridging cultural and ethnic divides, 
and advocating tolerance and non-discrimination. 

The spirit of the Olympic Truce was evident in Turin and
Beijing, where the organising committees raised awareness
of the truce in a variety of ways, including the Olympic Torch
Relay, conferences and the erection of an Olympic Truce
wall in the Olympic Villages that allowed hundreds of
athletes and officials to add their signature and support the
promotion of peace through sport. 

The IOC and members of the Olympic Movement further
demonstrated the ability of sport to drive positive change by
creating a dialogue amongst people otherwise at odds. 

Following the 2007 International Forum on Sport and the
Olympic Truce held in Olympia, Greece, the IOC and the
Somali NOC agreed to work on a Sport for Peace project
aimed at easing community tensions through recreation and
sporting activities organised on a regular basis. A similar
programme was organised in Liberia. Working with the
Liberian government, the Liberian NOC, the International
Olympic Truce Centre, the Office of the Special
Representative of the UN Secretary General on Sport for
Development and Peace, national sport associations and
non-governmental organisations, the IOC and the UN
Peacekeeping Mission in that country launched a five-week
programme to foster peace and friendship amongst citizens
from 15 different counties—not a common occurrence in a
country lacking transportation infrastructure and still
recovering from a brutal civil war. The Sport for Peace
programme attracted thousands of young people for 39
games of football, volleyball and kickball. An average of
2,000 people attended each game, in peace and in
appreciation of the healing nature of sport.

WHILST SPORT CANNOT SOLVE ALL THE
WORLD’S PROBLEMS, IT CAN CONTRIBUTE
TO A MORE PEACEFUL SOCIETY BY 
UNIFYING COMPETITORS IN A COMMON
PURPOSE, BRIDGING CULTURAL AND ETHNIC
DIVIDES, AND ADVOCATING TOLERANCE AND
NON-DISCRIMINATION.
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ENHANCING THE SERVICE CULTURE: 
IOC ADMINISTRATION

Broadly stated, the IOC administration is responsible for
implementing the objectives and strategies expressed by 
the IOC leadership, ensuring the continuity of operations,
providing the information needed for decision-making and
generating ideas that enable the IOC to operate effectively
as leader of the Olympic Movement. On a day-to-day basis,
the administration provides services to all Olympic
Movement member organisations in varying capacities.
Many activities support specific programmes such as the
Medical and Scientific department’s coordination of athletes’
health studies or the implementation and management of
the IOC Athlete Career Programme. Other activities are
broader in scope, aimed at ensuring the IOC is equipped to
address challenges of the next quadrennium.

Like the organisation it serves, the IOC administration
continued transforming its operations to be more
transparent and customer-oriented in the 2005–2008 
period. The administration strived to establish itself as a
modern and highly responsive service organisation by
focusing on five key themes:

• Consolidation 
• Service
• Collaboration 
• Strategic alignment 
• Core competency development 

59
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To drive efficiencies and higher levels of operational
effectiveness, the administration made significant strides to
consolidate the organisation. Several critical functions were
brought in-house, including Olympic Games Knowledge
Services SA and Meridian Management SA (since renamed
IOC Television and Marketing Services SA), which now
manages all Olympic broadcast rights, commercial and
marketing activities. The Torino 2006 Olympic Winter Games
were the first for IOC Television and Marketing Services. 

In addition, the IOC administration assumed responsibility
for the host broadcast function at the Olympic Games. By
creating Olympic Broadcasting Services SA (OBS), the IOC
is better positioned to ensure the quality of the Olympic
Games broadcast and control the image of the Games. For
the 2008 Olympic Games, OBS and the Beijing Organising
Committee established a joint venture, the Beijing Olympic
Broadcasting Co., to serve as the entity responsible for
providing international TV and radio signals to
broadcasters, managing the National Broadcast Centre
and providing all related services for the rights-holding
broadcasters during the Games. Beginning with the
Vancouver Games in 2010, OBS will serve as the sole 
and permanent host broadcast organisation.

CONSOLIDATION

The IOC administration encouraged teamwork in the
organisation in a number of ways, including through senior
manager seminars that allowed professionals from different
operational areas to learn from and share best practices
with their colleagues. 

The administration further enhanced collaboration by
implementing a new information technology strategy, which
introduced new systems and improved efficiencies in key
areas such as data management, communications and
Olympic Museum operations. For example, the organisation
upgraded its enterprise resource planning system to
improve the quality and visibility of the IOC’s financial
information. And for external stakeholders, www.olympic.org
was redesigned, as were various tools such as the media
database, general public request management system, job
vacancy management system and the Olympic Museum’s
ticketing and reservation system. 

The administration also spearheaded the 3Net programme,
which integrated all of the IOC’s Internet-based assets,
including the olympic.org website, the intranet, and a host
of collaborative extranets for NOCs, OCOGs and candidate
cities, marketing personnel and sponsors. As part of this
initiative, a new extranet was designed and implemented in
support of the 2009 Congress. For the first time, the public
was invited to contribute suggestions and insights for this
important gathering via a purpose-built site.

Finally, to ease information access and retrieval, the
administration continued to develop the Records, Archive
and Information Management (RAIM) programme. This
programme not only introduced new document
management practices and systems to store and manage
critical electronic records, but also fostered internal
collaboration and information sharing. The IOC ended the
quadrennium with more than one million digital documents
stored on the information management system.

COLLABORATION

In 2005, the IOC administration set out to ensure that it was
offering appropriate levels of service to its stakeholders.
Armed with an assessment of its existing service portfolio
and resource allocation, the administration improved and
formalised the services it offered to its various partners. 
It clarified the interaction between departments and
determined roles and responsibilities in cross-functional
areas such as legacy management, brand protection and
broadcaster relations. And it re-allocated resources to better
meet the service demands of its “customers”. 

As part of this service-improvement programme—known as
“Building on Olympic strength to transition to a state-of-the-
art organisation” or, more commonly, BOOST—several
departments were reorganised and, in some cases,
merged. Support processes across a number of areas—
human resources, finance, logistics, information
management and technology, amongst others—were
centralised. This helped to minimise barriers that existed
between departments and enabled the delivery of
integrated, end-to-end services for clients.

SERVICE 
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To best serve the Olympic Movement, the IOC
administration ensured that departmental priorities and
activities were fully aligned to the IOC’s strategic objectives.
A new planning process, introduced in 2005, and a new
360-degree Games management approach facilitated this
alignment. So did an internal audit programme, which was
established to help the administration prioritise its
quadrennial activities and understand the potential risks
associated with its existing management practices.

The IOC administration was heavily involved in projects
aimed at promoting sport and Olympic values, especially
amongst younger audiences. For example, it supported the
development and rollout of the Olympic Values Education
Programme, as well as the Sports for Hope, Sport for
Peace, and Sport for All projects. 

Preserving the Olympic legacy was also an imperative for
the administration. The Olympic Museum implemented a
new strategy that devoted more space to critical exhibitions
and extended its reach through museum partnerships and
travelling exhibitions.

And a Patrimonial Assets Management (PAM) project also
kicked off in 2007 to safeguard the IOC’s legacy by
preserving the organisation’s historical archives, which had
deteriorated over time. In 2008 alone, film footage of three
Olympic Games—Berlin (1936), Oslo (1952) and Grenoble
(1968)—were acquired and/or restored. Rights were also
acquired to the first Olympic film ever produced, covering
the Paris and Chamonix 1924 Games. In total, PAM makes
it possible for users to access 40,000 hours of film, 700,000
photos and archived materials that, if lined end-to-end,
would stretch 1.5 kilometres. 

Throughout the quadrennium, initiatives were undertaken 
to improve management practices and formalise working
processes. Across all departments, greater attention to
project management skills, complemented by appropriate
training, improved the administration’s ability to choose
priorities and share resources to deliver complex
interdepartmental projects. 

The creation of OGKM and OBS, the development of new
information management systems, and the introduction of
new contract management and intellectual property
protection practices further strengthened the
administration’s ability to serve the member organisations 
of the Olympic Movement effectively and efficiently.

The administration’s transition over the past four years to a
state-of-the-art, customer-oriented service organisation is
ongoing. Its services and core capabilities will continue to
evolve to keep pace with the changing needs of the Olympic
Movement. The administration’s mission, however, will be
stable: to do whatever it can to help the IOC maintain its
relevance and its success for coming generations. 

STRATEGIC 
ALIGNMENT

CORE COMPETENCY 
DEVELOPMENT

6362
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WORLDWIDE OLYMPIC PARTNERS
TOP VI (2005–2008)

OLYMPIC BROADCAST PARTNERS
(2005–2008)

Americas
National Broadcasting Company
Caribbean Broadcast Union (2008)
Telemundo Network Group (2008)
Organización de Televisión Iberoamericana
Terra/Telefonica (Internet/Mobile Rights 2008)
Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

Europe
European Broadcasting Union

Asia
Asia-Pacific Broadcasting Union
CCTV (Internet/Mobile Rights 2008)
Japan Consortium
Korea Pool
Chinese Taipei Beijing Pool (2008)
Elta (Internet/Mobile Rights 2008)
i-Cable (Internet/Mobile Rights 2008)
Solar Entertainment Corporation (2008)

Middle East
Arab States Broadcasting Union (2008)
ART (2006)

Africa
African Union of Broadcasting
South African Broadcasting Corporation (2008)
Supersport International (TV/Internet/Mobile Rights)
TV5 Monde (2008)

Oceania
Seven Network Ltd
Television New Zealand

65
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INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC
COMMITTEE LAUSANNE

REPORT OF THE STATUTORY AUDITOR TO 
THE EXECUTIVE BOARD AND THE SESSION ON 
THE COMBINED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS 2008

REPORT OF THE AUDITORS 

Report of the statutory auditor on the combined
financial statements
As statutory auditor, we have audited the accompanying
combined financial statements of the International Olympic
Committee as at 31 December 2008, comprising the
statements of financial position as at that date, the related
statements of activities, cash flows and changes in fund 
balances for the year then ended and the notes to the
financial statements, set out on pages 72 to 98.

Executive Board’s Responsibility
The Executive Board is responsible for the preparation 
of the combined financial statements in accordance with 
the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), 
the requirements of Swiss law and the association’s articles 
of incorporation. This responsibility includes designing,
implementing and maintaining an internal control system
relevant to the preparation of financial statements that 
are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud 
or error. The Executive Board is further responsible for
selecting and applying appropriate accounting policies 
and making accounting estimates that are reasonable 
in the circumstances. 

Auditor’s Responsibility
Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these
combined financial statements based on our audit. We
conducted our audit in accordance with Swiss law and
Swiss Auditing Standards as well as the International
Standards on Auditing. Those standards require that we
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
whether the combined financial statements are free from
material misstatement. 

An audit involves performing procedures to obtain audit
evidence about the amounts and disclosures in the
combined financial statements. The procedures selected
depend on the auditor’s judgment, including the
assessment of the risks of material misstatement of the
financial statements, whether due to fraud or error. In
making those risk assessments, the auditor considers the
internal control system relevant to the entity’s preparation 
of the combined financial statements in order to design
audit procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances,
but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the
effectiveness of the entity’s internal control system. 

An audit also includes evaluating the appropriateness of 
the accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates made, as well as evaluating the overall
presentation of the combined financial statements. We
believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient
and appropriate to provide a basis for our audit opinion.

Opinion
In our opinion, the combined financial statements for the
year ended 31 December 2008 give a true and fair view 
of the financial position, the results of operations and the
cash flows in accordance with the International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS) and comply with Swiss law 
and the statutes.

Report on other legal requirements
We confirm that we meet the legal requirements on licensing
according to the Auditor Oversight Act (AOA) and
independence (article 69b paragraph 3 CC in connection
with article 728 CO) and that there are no circumstances
incompatible with our independence.

In accordance with article 69b paragraph 3 CC in
connection with article 728a paragraph 1 item 3 CO and
Swiss Auditing Standard 890, we confirm that an internal
control system exists which has been designed for the
preparation of combined financial statements according 
to the instructions of the Executive Board.

We recommend that the financial statements submitted 
to you be approved.

PricewaterhouseCoopers SA

Felix Roth Etienne Hamoir
Audit expert Audit expert
Auditor in charge

Lausanne, 16 June 2009
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COMBINED STATEMENTS OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
AT 31 DECEMBER 2008 AND 2007 (IN THOUSANDS OF US DOLLARS)

                                                                                                             Notes                 2008                 2007
ASSETS

UNRESTRICTED
Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents                                                                           4            301 994            231 313 
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss                                        5            346 359            311 190 
Receivables and other current assets                                                           6              87 610            276 771
Olympic Games related deferred expenditure                                             10                        –              34 080 
                                                                                                                                   735 963            853 354 

Non-current assets
Financial assets                                                                                             5            476 044            244 311 
Tangible fixed assets                                                                                     7            143 416            141 104
Olympic Games related deferred expenditure                                             10              78 174              32 378
                                                                                                                                   697 634            417 793 

RESTRICTED
Restricted assets
                                                                                                                     8            202 750            463 762 

Total assets                                                                                                             1 636 347        1 734 909 

LIABILITIES AND FUND BALANCES

Current liabilities
Accounts payable and accrued expenses                                                     9            137 816            346 694 
Olympic Games related advances, net                                                        10                        –            339 491
Olympic Games related guarantee deposits                                                   

and deferred income                                                                                 10                        –              99 502 
Earmarked funds                                                                                         11              36 142              21 579 
                                                                                                                                   173 958            807 266 

Non-current liabilities
Olympic Games related advances, net                                                        10            196 122            119 886
Olympic Games related guarantee deposits                                                   

and deferred income                                                                                 10              50 076              15 841 
Other deferred income and long-term debt                                                                     9 125                4 442 
Earmarked funds                                                                                         11              52 075              19 311 
                                                                                                                                   307 398            159 480 

Fund balances
Undesignated                                                                                                              925 755            654 091 
Designated                                                                                                                  201 479              89 753 
Cumulative translation adjustment                                                                                 27 757              24 319 
                                                                                                                                1 154 991            768 163 

Total liabilities and fund balances                                                                         1 636 347        1 734 909 

COMBINED STATEMENTS OF ACTIVITIES 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008 AND 2007 (IN THOUSANDS OF US DOLLARS)

                                                                                                             Notes                                           2008                                           2007
                                                                                                                         Undesignated      Designated                 Total                         

REVENUES
Television broadcasting rights                                                                      13         1 736 545                       –         1 736 545                        – 
TOP programme marketing rights                                                               14            436 643                       –            436 643           157 016 
Other rights                                                                                                 15            172 178                       –            172 178                4 440
Others                                                                                                         16              55 640                      –              55 640                8 376
                                                                                                                                2 401 006                      –        2 401 006           169 832

EXPENDITURE
Central operating and administrative costs                                            17            111 343                3 769            115 112              93 527

Olympic Games related expenditure,
subsidies and special projects                                                                  

Olympic Games related expenditure                                                           18            119 995                       –            119 995                        – 
Grants and subsidies                                                                                                       3 364                      –                3 364                3 153
Funds earmarked for allocation                                                                   11              69 000                      –              69 000                       –
Olympic Solidarity programme                                                                    19                      –              47 152              47 152              54 186
Special projects                                                                                                              8 529                       –               8 529               4 348
                                                                                                                                   200 888              47 152            248 040              61 687

Distribution of rights to OCOG, USOC and IF
Television broadcasting                                                                               13         1 423 574          (160 244)        1 263 330                       –
TOP programme marketing                                                                         14            394 600                       –            394 600           123 976
                                                                                                                                1 818 174          (160 244)        1 657 930           123 976

Excess of revenues (expenditure) before financial items                                270 601            109 323            379 924          (109 358)
Financial income, net                                                                                   20                1 063                2 403                3 466              81 238 

Excess of revenues (expenditure)                                                                            271 664            111 726            383 390            (28 120)

The notes included on pages 72 to 98 are an integral part of the financial statements.The notes included on pages 72 to 98 are an integral part of the financial statements.
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COMBINED STATEMENTS OF CASH FLOWS 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008 AND 2007 (IN THOUSANDS OF US DOLLARS)

                                                                                                                                        2008                 2007

Operating activities
Excess of revenues (expenditure)                                                                                383 390           (28 120)
Adjustments for:                                                                                                                                              
• Excess of television broadcasting rights revenues over distribution                     (1 736 545)                       –
• Allocation to earmarked funds                                                                                    69 000                        –
• Release of Olympic Games related deferred income and expenditure, net                (60 139)                      –
• Financial income, net                                                                                                   (3 466)             (81 218)
• Depreciation and amortisation                                                                                    30 693                7 116
• Foreign exchange differences                                                                                       1 426                2 734
                                                                                                                               (1 315 641)           (99 488)

Changes in:
• Olympic Games related deferred income and expenditure, net                                 (11 594)            10 189 
• Olympic Games related guarantee deposits, net                                                            185                4 195 
• Receivables and other current assets                                                                       180 576         (134 281)
• Accounts payable and accrued expenses                                                               (206 964)         245 118
                                                                                                                                    (37 797)         125 221

TV rights receipts and disbursements                                                                                                             
• Receipt of Olympic Games related advances                                                        1 218 510           525 611 
• Disbursement of Olympic Games related advances                                              254 780         (259 202)
• Earmarked funds                                                                                                      (21 841)           (19 504)
• Increase in Television Broadcasting rights instalments held in trust                                      –         (117 243)
• Decrease in Television Broadcasting rights instalments held in trust                           85 400                      –
                                                                                                                                1 536 849           129 662 

Interest received                                                                                                            63 089             39 834 
Interest paid                                                                                                                      (578)                (264)
                                                                                                                                     62 511             39 570 
Net cash generated by operating activities                                                                  245 922          194 965

Investing activities
Purchase of fixed assets                                                                                             (28 522)           (27 458)
Purchase of financial assets                                                                                   (1 165 374)         (278 476)
Proceeds from sales of financial assets at fair value through profit or loss                  899 256           205 017 
Net cash used in investing activities                                                                          (294 640)         (100 917)
Increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents                                                  (48 718)           94 048

Movement in cash and cash equivalents
At start of year                                                                                                             351 757           259 436 
Increase/(decrease)                                                                                                       (48 718)           94 048
Effects of exchange rate changes                                                                                  (1 045)              (1 728) 
                                                                                                                                   301 994           351 757 

Definition of cash and cash equivalents for the purpose 
of the cash flow statement

Unrestricted cash and cash equivalents                                                                      301 994           231 313 
Restricted bank deposits (note 8)                                                                                           –           120 444 
                                                                                                                                   301 994           351 757

COMBINED STATEMENTS OF CHANGES IN FUND BALANCES 
FOR THE YEARS ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2008 AND 2007 (IN THOUSANDS OF US DOLLARS)

                                                                                                                                                                                Cumulative
                                                                                                                         Undesignated      Designated       translation                         
                                                                                                                                       funds                funds     adjustments                 Total

Balance at 1 January 2007                                                                                       631 564            140 400              20 134           792 098 

Translation adjustment                                                                                                            –                       –                4 185              4 185
Excess of revenues/(expenditures) recognised in statement of activities                       22 527            (50 647)                       –            (28 120)

Balance at 31 December 2007                                                                                 654 091              89 753              24 319           768 163 

Translation adjustment                                                                                                            –                        –                3 438               3 438 
Excess of revenues recognised in statement of activities                                            271 664            111 726                      –            383 390 

Balance at 31 December 2008                                                                                   925 755            201 479              27 757        1 154 991

The notes included on pages 72 to 98 are an integral part of the financial statements.The notes included on pages 72 to 98 are an integral part of the financial statements.
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The International Olympic Committee (IOC), domiciled in
Lausanne, Switzerland, is an international non-governmental
non-profit organization in the form of an association. Its
registered office is located at Château de Vidy. The mission
of the IOC is to lead the Olympic Movement in accordance
with the Olympic Charter. The Olympic Movement
encompasses organizations, athletes and other persons
who agree to be guided by the Olympic Charter, including,
in addition to the IOC, the International Sports Federations
(IFs), the National Olympic Committees (NOCs) including the
United States of America Olympic Committee (USOC) and
the Organizing Committees of the Olympic Games (OCOGs).

The Olympic Movement’s revenues are largely generated
from royalties on licensing television broadcasting rights for
Olympic Games, as well as revenues from the commercial
exploitation of the Olympic symbol and Olympic emblems.
The allocation of the revenues between the organizations
making up the Olympic Movement is generally contractually
based in respect of the IOC, the USOC and the OCOGs,
and in respect of the IFs, the NOCs and the OS negotiated
on an ongoing basis with the IOC.

In addition to the activities of the IOC, these combined
financial statements include the activities of the following
organizations and programmes:

• The Olympic Museum (OM), a foundation governed by the
provisions of the Swiss Civil Code. It has been entrusted
by the IOC with the task of depicting the history and
development of the Olympic Movement and to associate
the movement with art and culture for specialists and the
public at large worldwide.

• The Olympic Foundation (OF), a foundation governed 
by the provisions of the Swiss Civil Code. It has been
entrusted by the IOC to give support to the activities of
the Olympic Movement notably in the areas of culture,
education and sports.

• The Olympic Solidarity (OS), a programme developed
jointly by the IOC and the National Olympic Committees
(NOCs). Its purpose is to assist the officially recognized
NOCs, especially those most in need, to fulfil their mission
and in making known the ideals of the Olympic Movement.

• The IOC Television and Marketing Services SA (IOCTMS),
a company owned by the OF which manages the IOC’s
worldwide sponsorship programme, all its other marketing
activities and activities related to broadcasting rights and
new media, a fully owned subsidiary of the OF.  

• The Olympic Program (TOP), the IOC’s worldwide
sponsorship programme, which is managed by IOCTMS.

• The Olympic Broadcasting Services SA (OBS SA), a
company that shall supply all services relating to the
establishment and management of the Host Broadcasting
function of the Olympic Games, and in which the OF holds
a 99% shareholding. At 31 December 2008, the value of
the minority interest amounted to USD 38 739 (USD 0 at
31 December 2007).

• The Olympic Broadcasting Services SL (OBS SL), a
company that provide services to OBS SA, fully owned
subsidiary of OBS SA.

• The Olympic Broadcasting Services Vancouver LTD
(OBSV), a company that provide services to OBS SA, 
for the purpose of the 2010 Olympic Games, a fully
owned subsidiary of OBS SA.

The activities of the OM, the OF, the OS, the IOCTMS, the
TOP Programme, the OBS SA, the OBS SL and OBSV have
been combined with those of the IOC (together, the IOC or
the Group) on the basis of the fact that the latter has a
majority shareholding or control of the Boards of each
organization and of each programme.

A 33.3% investment in La Maison du Sport International SA,
Lausanne, held by the OF, is accounted for under the equity
method of accounting.

A. Basis of presentation
The combined financial statements are prepared in
accordance with and comply with International Financial
Reporting Standards (IFRS). The significant accounting
policies are described below and have been consistently
applied to the years presented, unless otherwise stated. 
The financial statements are prepared under the historical
cost convention except for financial assets at fair value
through profit or loss and derivative financial instruments
which are shown at fair value. Transactions and balances
among the combined organizations and programmes have
been eliminated.

The preparation of financial statements in conformity with
IFRS requires the use of accounting estimates and also
requires the exercise of judgment in the application of the
accounting policies. In particular, significant assumptions 
are used in the calculation of the defined benefit obligations
(note 12).

These combined financial statements have been approved
by the Executive Committee of the IOC on 16 June 2009.

The amounts shown in these combined financial statements
are presented in US dollars, in view of the international
nature of the IOC’s operations and due to the majority of 
its revenues being earned in that currency.

The television broadcasting revenues are received in USD,
EUR and AUD. The related distributions are paid in USD
and EUR.

Restricted assets represent advances received on television
rights royalties and guarantee deposits made by OCOGs.
Such funds are held in bank deposit accounts or in trust.

Amendments to published standards coming into 
effect in 2008
IFRIC 14, ‘IAS 19 – The limit of a defined benefit asset,
minimum funding requirements and their interaction’,
provides guidance on assessing the limit in IAS 19 on the
amount of the surplus that can be recognized as an asset. 
It also explains how the pension asset or liability may be
affected by a statutory or contractual minimum funding
requirement. This interpretation does not have any impact
on the IOC’s financial statements. 

Other standards, amendments or interpretations becoming
effective in 2008 are not relevant for the IOC. The IOC has
not early adopted any other standards, amendments or
interpretations.

Standards, amendments and interpretations not yet
effective and which have not been early adopted
Certain new standards, amendments and interpretations to
existing standards have been published that are mandatory
to the IOC’s accounting periods beginning on or after 
1 January 2009 or later periods but which the IOC has 
not early adopted. The IOC currently believes that only the
following will have an impact on its combined financial
statements:

IAS 1 (amendment) – Presentation of financial statements
(effective from 1 January 2009). It primarily affects the
presentation of owner changes in equity and of
comprehensive income. It does not change the recognition,
measurement or disclosures of specific transactions and
other events required by other IFRS.

IFRS 7 (amendment) – Financial instruments: Disclosure
(effective from 1 January 2009). The amendment requires
enhanced disclosures about valuations, methodologies and
the uncertainty associated with fair value measurements. It
also clarifies and enhances existing disclosure requirements
about the nature and extent of liquidity risk.

1.
ACTIVITY 

2.
BASIS OF PRESENTATION AND SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT
ACCOUNTING POLICIES
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B. Foreign currencies
The statements of activities of OM, IOCTMS, and OBS
which use the Swiss franc as their functional currency have
been translated in US dollars at average exchange rates for
the year (USD/CHF 1.08 for 2008 and USD/CHF 1.20 for
2007) and the statements of financial position at the year-
end exchange rates ruling at 31 December (USD/CHF 1.07
for 2008 and USD/CHF 1.13 for 2007). 

The statements of activities of OBS SL which uses the Euro
as its functional currency have been translated in Swiss
franc at average rates for the year (EUR/CHF 1.58 for 2008
and EUR/CHF 1.49 for 2007) and the statement of financial
position at the year-end exchange rates ruling at 31
December (EUR/CHF 1.49 for 2008 and EUR/CHF 1.65 
for 2007). 

The statements of activities of OBSV which use the
Canadian dollar as its functional currency have been
translated in Swiss franc at average rates for the year
(CHF/CAD 1.01 for 2008 and CHF/CAD 1.12 for 2007) and
the statement of financial position at the year-end exchange
rates ruling at 31 December (CHF/CAD 0.88 for 2008 and
CHF/CAD 1.14 for 2007).

Exchange differences arising from such translation have
been taken to the statement of changes in fund balances.

Foreign currency income and expenditure are accounted 
at the exchange rates prevailing at the date of the
transactions. Gains and losses resulting from the settlement
of such transactions and from the translation of monetary
assets and liabilities denominated in foreign currencies are
recognized in the statement of activities. Non-monetary
items carried at historical cost denominated in a foreign
currency are reported using the historical exchange rate 
at the date of the transaction.

C. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash in hand, deposits
held at call with banks and other short-term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of three months or less.

D. Financial assets
The Group classifies its financial assets in the following
categories: financial assets at fair value through profit or
loss, and loans and receivables. The classification depends
on the purpose for which the financial assets were acquired.
Management determines the classification of its financial
assets at initial recognition and re-evaluates this designation
at every reporting date.

a) Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss

A financial asset is classified in this category if acquired
principally for the purpose of selling in the short term or if 
so designated by management. Derivatives are also
categorized as such. Assets in this category are classified
as current assets if they are expected to be realized within
12 months of the balance sheet date.

b) Loans and receivables

Loans and receivables are non-derivative financial assets
with fixed or determinable payments that are not quoted in
an active market. They are included in current assets,
except for maturities greater than 12 months after the
balance sheet date. These are classified as non-current
assets.

Regular purchases and sales of investments are recognised
on settlement date. Financial assets, carried at fair value
through profit or loss, are initially recognised at fair value and
transaction costs are expensed in the income statement.
They are subsequently carried at fair value. Investments are
derecognised when the rights to receive cash flows from the
investments have expired or have been transferred and the
IOC has transferred substantially all risks and rewards of
ownership. Loans and receivables are carried at amortised
cost using the effective interest method.

Gains or losses arising from changes in the fair value of the
‘financial assets at fair value through profit or loss’ category,
including interest and dividend income, are presented in the
statement of activities within financial income, net, in the
period in which they arise.

E. Deferred income and expenditure
Income and expenditure relating to Olympic Games not 
yet held are deferred and recognized in the statement of
activities upon successful completion of the Olympic
Games. These include costs incurred on certain projects
which provide benefits to a number of Olympic Games.
Income and expenditure relating to the TOP programme 
are deferred for items relating to future TOP four-year
programmes. In addition, certain amounts relating to value
in kind contributions received and payable to OCOGs under
the TOP programme are deferred and recognized in the
year of the Olympic Games.

F. Fixed assets
Buildings and building installations, leasehold improvements,
furniture and equipment and information technology
systems are stated at cost less accumulated depreciation.
Broadcasting equipment is depreciated according to its
effective use during Olympic Winter Games and during the
games of the Olympiad once every two years. 

Depreciation of other assets is calculated on a straight line
basis over the estimated useful life of the assets as follows:

Buildings                                                                 50 years
Building installations                                                25 years
Leasehold improvements, furniture 
and equipment                                                4 to 10 years
Information technology systems                        4 to 5 years

Land and collections are stated at cost and are not
depreciated. 

New building installations and major renewals are
capitalized, in particular regarding broadcasting equipment;
maintenance, repairs and minor renewals are charged to 
the statement of activities as incurred and the related
depreciation charge included in Olympic Games related
expenditure.

G. Pension obligations
The Group sponsors pension plans for employees of the
IOC, OM, OF and IOCTMS. These plans are cash-balance
plans treated as defined benefit plan for financial reporting
purposes. The plan assets are separated and managed
independently from the Group’s assets. The pension plans’
obligations and the service cost are calculated annually by
an independent actuary. The method used is the projected
unit credit method. The Group’s policy for recognition of
actuarial gains and losses is to recognize the amount
exceeding 10% of the higher of the present value of
obligations and the assets over the average future working
life of the active members. Furthermore, the Group pays
contributions to a savings plan (401k) for IOCTMS’
employees in Atlanta; the related 2008 employer’s
contributions amount to USD 0.1 million, compared to 
USD 0.1 million in 2007.
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H. Revenue recognition
a) Television broadcasting rights

Royalties from the licensing of television rights to broadcast
Olympic Games are recognized on the successful
completion of the respective Olympic Games. Instalments
received by the IOC prior to this date are deferred as they
may be repayable, in whole or in part, to the television
networks at any time up to the completion of the Games
upon the occurrence, for any reason, of one or several
conditions specified in the agreements. Interests earned 
on the instalments received are for the benefit of the IOC 
and are recorded as interest income currently.

The proceeds from television rights royalties are allocated
between the IOC, OCOGs, IFs, NOCs and OS by decision
of the IOC Executive Board upon the successful completion
of the Olympic Games.

b) TOP rights

Revenues from TOP rights are partly received in cash, in
which case they are recorded in the period the instalments
become due, and partly received in the form of goods or
services (Value in Kind). Value in Kind is recognized for the
USOC, the NOCs and the IOC on a linear basis during the
period of the contract and in the year of the Games of the
Olympiad or Olympic Winter Games for the OCOGs. Values
in Kind revenues are recorded based on their underlying fair
value. Fair value is considered to be the estimated market
price obtainable between knowledgeable, willing parties in
an arm’s length transaction.

The TOP rights proceeds, net of related management fees,
are allocated between the IOC, OCOGs and NOCs based
on a standard formula agreed by the parties. Such
distribution is recorded in line with the aforementioned 
policy with respect to the recognition of TOP rights.

c) Other rights

Other rights include revenues from the commercial
exploitation of the Olympic symbol and Olympic emblems.
The revenues represent the Group’s share of the OCOGs
marketing programmes, as well as income from other
sponsorship, suppliership and licensing agreements.
Revenues which are related to Olympic Games are deferred
until the year the Olympic Games are held; other revenues
are recorded in the period the instalments become due. 

Part of these revenues is received in the form of goods 
or services (Value in Kind).

I. Financial income
Interest income is recognized on an effective yield basis,
and dividend income is recognized when the right to receive
payment is established.

J. Income taxes
The IOC, the OF and the OM are exempt from paying
income taxes. Income taxes due by IOCTMS, OBS SA,
OBS SL and OBSV as at 31 December 2008 and 2007 
are included in accounts payable and amount to USD 
0.725 million in 2008 and USD 0.324 million in 2007.

K. Accounting for derivative financial instruments 
and hedging activities
Derivative financial instruments are initially recognized in the
statement of financial position at cost and subsequently are
re-measured at their fair value. All fair value changes are
recognized immediately in the statement of activities.

Certain financial instrument transactions provide effective
economic hedges under the Group’s risk management
policies; however, they do not qualify for hedge accounting
under the specific rules in IAS 39. As a consequence, the
hedging instrument and the hedged item are reported
independently as if there were no hedging relationship.

L. Fair value estimation
The fair value of publicly traded derivatives and financial
assets at fair value through profit or loss is based on quoted
market prices at the statement of financial position date.
The fair value of interest rate swaps and swaptions is
calculated at the present value of the estimated future 
cash flows. The fair value of forward foreign exchange
options and forward contracts is determined using 
forward exchange market rates at the statement of 
financial position date.

A. Financial risk factors
The Group’s activities expose it to a variety of financial 
risks, including the effects of changes in foreign currency
exchange rates and interest rates. Its overall risk
management programme seeks to minimise potential
adverse effects on the activities of the Group. The Group
uses derivative financial instruments such as foreign
currency options, interest rate swaps, swaptions and
forward contracts to cover certain exposures. 

Risk management is carried out by the IOC treasury
department under limits determined by the IOC Finance
Management Committee and the policies approved by 
the IOC Executive Board.

a) Foreign exchange risk

The Group is exposed to foreign exchange risks mainly
because most of its revenues are generated in US dollars,
whereas its central operating and administrative costs are
essentially Swiss franc based. Foreign currency option and
forward contracts are used to reduce the related exposure.
In addition, the Group makes use of US dollar bank
deposits which offer a superior interest rate compared to
ordinary US dollar deposits but which include an embedded
option to repay the deposit in Swiss francs rather than US
dollars if, at the maturity of the deposit, the US dollar rate
against the Swiss franc exceeds the strike price fixed at 
the inception of the deposit.

At 31 December 2008, if the EUR had weakened/
strengthened by 10% against the USD with all other
variables held constant, excess of revenues for the year
would have been USD 25.5 millions (2007: USD 17.25
millions) lower/higher, mainly as a result of foreign exchange
gains/losses on translation of Euro-denominated financial
assets at fair value through profit or loss. Excess of
revenues is more sensitive to movement in EUR/USD
exchange rates in 2008 than 2007 because of the higher
level of investments in EUR in 2008.

At 31 December 2008, if the CHF had weakened/
strengthened by 10% against the USD with all other
variables held constant, excess of revenues for the year
would have been USD 5.2 millions (2007: USD 4.8 millions)
lower/higher, mainly as a result of foreign exchange
gains/losses on translation of CHF-denominated financial
assets at fair value through profit or loss. 

At 31 December 2008, if the AUD had weakened/
strengthened by 10% against the USD with all other
variables held constant, excess of revenues for the year
would have been USD 4.7 millions (2007: USD 3.8 millions)
lower/higher, mainly as a result of foreign exchange
gains/losses on translation of AUD-denominated financial
assets at fair value through profit or loss. 

b) Interest rate risk

The Group is exposed to interest rate risk through the
impact of rate changes on interest bearing assets. 
These exposures are managed partly through the use 
of derivative financial instruments such as interest rate
swaps and swaptions.

At 31 December 2008, if the interest rates had
increased/decreased by 1%, with all other variables held
constant, excess of revenues for the year would have been
USD 10.8 millions (2007 USD 3.9 millions) lower/higher,
mainly as a result of change in fair value of bond
instruments included in financial assets at fair value 
through profit or loss.

c) Credit risk

Substantially all of the Group’s revenues are generated 
from the licensing of television broadcasting rights and 
other rights. The Group believes that all amounts due 
under such rights are fully collectible. The Group has
policies which limit the amount of credit and investment
exposures. Cash is placed with, derivative instruments are
entered into, and custodian agreements are in place with,
Swiss banks. Investment securities represent notes issued
by major corporations and government entities as well as
investment fund units issued by major banks.

d) Market risk

The group is exposed to market risk because of its financial
assets at fair value through profit or loss other than money
market and bonds instruments. These exposures are
managed by the group using the financial risk management
policies described overleaf:

3.
FINANCIAL RISK MANAGEMENT
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At 31 December 2008, if the equity indexes had
increased/decreased by 10%, with all other variables 
held constant, excess of revenues for the year would 
have been USD 6.6 millions (2007 USD 5.1 millions, with 
an increase/decrease of 5%) higher/lower, mainly as a result
of change in fair value of equity based instruments included
in financial assets at fair value through profit or loss.

B. Financial risk management policy
a) Overview and Objectives

The IOC receives funds which are distributed among the
various members of the Olympic Movement. The Executive
Board adopts policies and procedures to govern the
management of these funds as well as the level of market
and credit risk that can be assumed, and the reports to 
be submitted. 

Policies described below are to be followed in the
management of the funds directly under the control of the
IOC. These funds are kept in five separate portfolios herein
denominated as the International Olympic Committee
portfolio, the Olympic Foundation portfolio, the Olympic
Solidarity portfolio, the Top programme portfolio, and the
OBS portfolio.

The International Olympic Committee portfolio holds funds
of a restricted nature derived from the sale of television
broadcasting rights. It also keeps the short-term treasury
position of the IOC and the accounts from which the
operating expenses and other cash outflows of the IOC 
are disbursed.

The Olympic Foundation portfolio is the primary reserve fund
of the IOC. Its purpose is to cover the operating expenses
of the IOC over an Olympiad in which no Games were held.

The Olympic Solidarity portfolio holds the funds which are 
to be distributed by the OS.

The Top programme portfolio and the OBS portfolio serve 
to manage the liquidity of the respective entities.

The Finance Commission is responsible for recommending
policies for approval by the Executive Board. These
portfolios are managed by the Treasurer, and overseen by
the Finance Management Committee as well as the Finance
Commission.

The objective of this policy statement is to outline for each
portfolio, (a) the type of investment instruments permitted
with limits by type of instrument, (b) the maximum market
risk limits to be assumed by the portfolios, by duration and
value-at-risk measures, (c) the limits on debt investments by
credit rating, and (d) the reporting requirements.

b) Responsibilities

The Executive Board approves the investment strategy for
the International Olympic Committee, Olympic Foundation,
the Top Programme and OBS portfolios on the
recommendation of the Finance Commission, and thereafter
exercises overall supervision of its implementation. The
execution of approved investment strategies is the
responsibility of the Treasury Financial Management
Investment Committee. The investment strategy of the
Olympic Solidarity portfolio is subject to the prior approval 
of the Olympic Solidarity Commission. The Treasurer is
responsible for implementing approved strategies and
ensuring compliance with policy limits. 

c) International Olympic Committee Portfolio

The IOC portfolio includes funds of a restricted nature
derived primarily from broadcast rights contracts which 
may have to be reimbursed in foreign currency under certain
circumstances, within an uncertain period of time. The
remainder of the portfolio is used to finance operating
expenses, made usually in CHF, and other cash outflows. 

The short-term nature and uncertainty of the claims on 
the IOC portfolio suggest that it should have a modest risk
profile where a principal attribute is capital preservation. 

The portion of the portfolio financed by restricted funds
should be made in the same currency in which the IOC
received the funds. The duration of these investments will
correspond to the dates of the Opening Ceremony of the
Olympic Games covered by the respective broadcast rights
payments. The remainder of the portfolio should include
enough USD, GBP, EUR, AUD, CAD and CHF-denominated
assets to cover six months of operating expenses. 
Any remaining funds can be invested in USD and EUR-
denominated assets, with the proportion of assets in USD
remaining between 40–60% of the total remaining funds.

Types of investments permitted include:

• Money market instruments, notes and bonds issued by
supranational entities as well as G-10 countries, including
their governments and corporations 

• Foreign-exchange spot forwards

• Structured products with 100% capital guarantee

• Foreign-exchange options

For fixed-income securities, the following limits shall apply:

• Ratings: corporate obligations shall have a rating of “A” 
or above

• The duration of the fixed-income portfolio that is not
restricted shall not exceed 4 years, and the 90-day value-
at-risk must remain below 9% of the market value.

• Total exposure to any one corporate issuer should not
exceed 6% of the market value of the total bond portfolio.

• Structured notes (primarily callable)

• Interest rate derivatives – swaps (IRS), Forward Rate
Agreement (FRA) and swaptions (for hedging purposes)

d) Olympic Foundation Portfolio

The Olympic Foundation will ensure that it has sufficient
investments coming to maturity or realisable with a minimum
of loss during the period 2009–2012 so as to cover the IOC
operating cash requirements in the eventuality of a
cancellation of the 2010 Olympic Games.

Types of investments permitted include:

• Money market instruments, notes and bonds issued by
supranational entities as well as G-10 countries, including
their governments and corporations 

• Common equities issued by G-10 corporations, as well as
exchange-traded funds (ETFs)

• Mutual funds or hedge funds which invest in securities
described above

• Private equity funds and emerging market debt and 
equity funds

• Fund of funds

• Real estate

• Commodities

• Structured products with 100% capital guarantee

• Spot foreign-exchange forwards and options

For fixed-income securities, the following limits shall apply:

• Ratings: corporate and emerging market debt obligations
shall have a rating of “BBB” (up to 5% of the market value
of the bond portfolio) and single “A” (up to 20%); unrated
obligations may be acquired up to 5% of the market value
of the bond portfolio.

• The duration of the fixed-income portfolio shall not exceed
10 years, and the 90-day value-at-risk must remain below
9% of the market value.

• Total exposure to any one corporate issuer should not
exceed 6% of the market value of the total bond portfolio.

For common equities, the following limits will apply:

• Positions in any single equity must be limited to 6% of the
market value of the equity portfolio. Positions in a single
Equity fund and Fund of funds must be limited to 12% 
of the equity portfolio.

• Emerging market equities cannot exceed 10% of the
market value of the equity portfolio.

The proportion of the portfolio invested in equities (including
hedge funds and funds of funds) cannot exceed 30% of the
total market value of the portfolio.

For commodities investments, the following limits will apply:

• Investments must be limited to 3% of the market value 
of the total portfolio.

For real estate investments, the following limits will apply:

• Direct investments in real estate must be limited to 2% 
of the market value of the total portfolio.

• Investments in real estate funds will be limited to 3% 
of the market value of the total portfolio.
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                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Cash at bank and in hand                                                                    94 697              10 269 

Bank deposits
• in US Dollars                                                                                   138 933            186 920 
• in Euros                                                                                             34 206              19 630 
• in Swiss Francs                                                                                   8 048                5 151 
• in Canadian Dollars                                                                                     –                6 372
• in Great Britain Pounds                                                                      4 823                2 699
• in Australian Dollars                                                                          21 287                   272

Total cash and cash equivalents                                                        301 994            231 313 

4. 
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS

All bank deposits are made through Swiss banks. At 
31 December 2008 and 2007, respectively, the weighted
average interest rate was respectively 0.65% and 4.93% for
USD deposits, 4.29% and 4.42% for Euro deposits, 1.37%
and 2.43% for Swiss Franc deposits, 3.92% and 6.30% for
Great Britain Pounds, and 3.82% and 7.24% for Australian
Dollars.

Currency allocation:

Olympic Foundation investments can be made in every
convertible currency. Nevertheless, the following ranges
should be maintained and respected:

• 35–45% of the total of investments in USD

• 35–45% of the total of investments in EUR

• 10–20% of the total of investments in CHF

Custodian banks:

The Olympic Foundation assets should be held in several
banks for diversification purposes. None of them should
have more than 70% of the global portfolio. 

e) Olympic Solidarity Portfolio

Types of investments permitted include US dollar-
denominated money market instruments, notes and bonds
issued by supranational entities as well as G-10 countries,
including their governments and corporations, whereby the
following limits apply:

• Ratings: corporate obligations shall have a rating of “A” 
or above; the applicable limit for single “A” is 20% of the
market value of the portfolio.

• The duration of the fixed-income portfolio shall not exceed
five years, and the 90-day value-at-risk must remain below
6% of the market value at inception of the funding
allocation.

• Total exposure to any one corporate issuer should not
exceed 6% of the market value of the total portfolio at
inception of the funding allocation.

f) Top Programme and OBS Portfolios

These two portfolios only consist of money market
investments and focus on managing liquidity.

g) Benchmarks

Each category of investment allocated to the IOC portfolios
have a benchmark index identified. These will be used to
compare the actual total return of the components of the
International Olympic Committee, the Olympic Foundation,
the Top programme and the OBS portfolio with a
corresponding passive index. 

h) Reporting

Reports on the investment portfolios must be presented 
to the IOC Finance Commission on a semi-annual basis 
and quarterly to the Finance Management Committee. 
In addition, a dashboard report is issued every month and
sent to the management. This report assesses the full
compliance of investments with risk policies. Any deviation
is underlined and the follow-up and the final decision are
taken by management.

The monthly dashboard is distributed to the Finance
Management Committee which is composed of the
following members: IOC President, Chairman of the Finance
Commission, General Director, Chief Financial Officer and
the Treasurer.

As at 31 December 2008 and 2007, the dashboard did not
reveal any significant discrepancy with risk management
policies.

i) Policy Exceptions

Policy exceptions may be approved in the event that
unusual market conditions require immediate action, and it
is not feasible to convene the Finance Commission. In the
case of any proposed actions that could result in exceeding
a policy limit, approval must be obtained from at least two
members of the Finance Management Committee, one of
whom must be either the IOC President or the Chairman 
of the Finance Commission, before proceeding. At the
following Finance Management Committee meeting, the
transaction(s) must be presented for ratification.
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Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss mainly
consist of fixed and floating rate bonds and investment fund
units, including equity funds, which are carried at market
value. Market value is calculated by reference to Stock
Exchange quoted selling prices and published investment
fund unit prices at the close of business on the statement 
of financial position date.

At 31 December 2008, no bonds are subject to security
lending convention. At 31 December 2007, bonds
amounting to USD 201.906 millions were subject to a
security lending convention with our custodian Swiss banks.

This lending convention gave right to an interest as
counterpart to the credit risk exposure related to these
borrower banks. In addition, a further amount of USD 7.477
millions (USD 9.199 millions in 2007) was pledged in favour
of the same institutions to guarantee lines of credit, rentals
and taxes.

At 31 December 2008 the IOC pledged its financial assets
up to an amount of EUR 2.915 millions, USD 4.072 millions
in favour of the tax authorities of a foreign country, to secure
VAT liability related to temporary customs operations.

B. Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss 
by portfolio and classes, including restricted financial 
assets disclosed in note 8 
                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

a) International Olympic Committee                                                                 
Money Market                                                                                           –          105 261
Bonds                                                                                            336 051            159 411 
Other                                                                                                21 257              28 890 
                                                                                                      357 308            293 562 

b) Olympic Foundation                                                                                    
Bonds                                                                                            307 203          190 975
Equity                                                                                               65 985            102 934 
Real estate                                                                                         6 649                7 822 
Commodities                                                                                      5 372                9 966
Other                                                                                                     660                8 933
                                                                                                      385 869            320 630 

c) Olympic Solidarity                                                                                        
Bonds                                                                                            140 014            39 834
                                                                                                      140 014              39 834 

d) Top Programme                                                                                          
Money Market                                                                                           –            34 078
                                                                                                                 –              34 078 

e) OBS                                                                                                            
Money Market                                                                                           –              1 134
                                                                                                                 –                1 134

Total portfolios                                                                                 883 191          689 238

Total by classes                                                                                             
Money Market                                                                                               _            140 473
Bonds                                                                                                783 268            390 220
Equity                                                                                                   65 985            102 934
Real estate                                                                                             6 649                7 822
Commodities                                                                                          5 372                9 966
Other                                                                                                    21 917              37 823

                                                                                                          883 191            689 238

                                                                                                                       

A. Movements in financial assets at fair value 
through profit or loss
                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                         USD 000           USD 000

For the year ended 31 December 2008
Opening net book amount                                                                 689 238           591 914 
Additions                                                                                         1 146 923           274 167 
Disposals                                                                                          (900 884)         (203 805)
Exchange differences                                                                          (20 687)            16 829
Increase/(decrease) in market value                                                    (31 398)             10 134 

Closing net book amount                                                                   883 191            689 238 

As at 31 December
Current                                                                                              346 359            311 190 
Non current                                                                                        434 245            220 293
Restricted (note 8)                                                                              102 587            157 755 
Total of financial assets at fair value through

profit or loss                                                                                     883 191            689 238 

5.
FINANCIAL ASSETS
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C. Long-term financial assets
                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Shareholding in Beijing Olympic Broadcasting Co. Ltd                                  –                  273                         
Loan to the Maison du Sport International                                             3 044              3 441
Amounts to be received from TOP partners                                         33 635              18 975 
Financial assets at fair value through profit                                                      

or loss (note 5A)                                                                               434 245            220 293
Other financial assets                                                                             5 120                1 329

Total financial assets                                                                          476 044            244 311

                                                                                                                       
In relation with the preparation of the Games of the 
XXIX Olympiad, OBS SA has invested an amount of 
EUR 200 000 in an entity called Beijing Olympic
Broadcasting Co. Ltd. This not for profit entity was 

created jointly with the Beijing Organizing Committee. This
investment does not give the right to the payment of any
dividend or surplus nor any financial responsibility over and
above the amount invested. 

D. Financial instruments by category
                                                                                        Financial assets at
                                                                                           fair value though        Loans and                         
                                                                                                  profit or loss      receivables                 Total
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000           USD 000

Assets as per balance sheet at 31 December 2008
Unrestricted
Current assets                                                                                                                          

Cash and cash equivalents                                                                         –          301 994            301 994
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss                           346 359                       –            346 359 
Receivables and other current assets                                                         –              87 610              87 610                         

Non-current assets                                                                                          
Financial assets                                                                                434 245              41 799            476 044

Restricted
Restricted assets                                                                               102 587            100 163            202 750

Total                                                                                                   883 191            531 566         1 414 757

Assets as per balance sheet at 31 December 2007
Unrestricted
Current assets                                                                                                                          

Cash and cash equivalents                                                                         –          231 313            231 313
Financial assets at fair value through profit or loss                           311 190                       –            311 190 
Receivables and other current assets                                                         –            276 771            276 771                         

Non-current assets                                                                                          
Financial assets                                                                                220 293              24 018            244 311

Restricted
Restricted assets                                                                               157 755            306 007            463 762

Total                                                                                                   689 238            838 109         1 527 347                         
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                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Rights income receivable                                                                     28 770            202 904 
Recoverable withholding taxes and VAT                                              17 094              19 325 
Receivable from Beijing OCOG                                                              6 246                9 156 
Receivable from Vancouver OCOG                                                           671                   202  
Receivable from London OCOG                                                            1 555              1 399 
Receivable from Sochi OCOG                                                                    30                    11 
Other receivables                                                                                   5 764                9 606 
Accrued interest receivable                                                                  15 434              21 810 
Prepaid expenses and advances                                                           6 887              10 821 
Pension fund advance (note 12)                                                            3 148                   650 
Olympic souvenirs and awards                                                             2 011                   887 

Total receivables and other current assets                                           87 610            276 771

As of 31 December 2008 and 2007, no receivables were past due.

6. 
RECEIVABLES AND OTHER CURRENT ASSETS

Credit ratings of receivables
                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Standard & Poor’s                                                                                           
AAA                                                                                                           185            25 733
AA-                                                                                                            106                       –
A+                                                                                                             195                        –
A                                                                                                               380                       –
A-                                                                                                              106                       –

COFACE credit rating (countries)
A1                                                                                                        19 554                       –
A3                                                                                                          6 751                9 206
B                                                                                                                 30                        –

No credit rating                                                                                    75 426            241 456

Total                                                                                                   102 733            276 395

                                                                                                                       

                                                                                    Land,        Leasehold
                                                                                   buildings and   improvements,       Information
                                                                                building    furniture and       technology   Broadcasting
                                                                          installations       equipment           systems       equipment       Collections                  Total
                                                                               USD 000           USD 000           USD 000          USD 000           USD 000          USD 000

Year ended 31 December 2007
Opening net book amount                                         69 651                9 046              4 784                 9 630             22 320           115 431
Exchange differences                                                   3 692                    346                     18                 1 275                        –               5 331
Additions/Disposals, net                                               5 136                1 705                7 549                9 549                3 520              27 459 
Depreciation charge                                                   (1 472)              (2 258)             (3 387)                      –                       –             (7 117)
Closing net book amount                                           77 007                8 839                8 964             20 454              25 840            141 104 

At 31 December 2007
Cost                                                                           96 509              28 843             34 980             19 179              25 840            205 351 
Exchange differences                                                   3 692                   346                    18               1 275                       –               5 331 
Accumulated depreciation                                        (23 194)            (20 350)           (26 034)                       –                        –           (69 578)
Net book amount                                                       77 007                8 839                8 964              20 454               25 840            141 104 

Year ended 31 December 2008
Opening net book amount                                         77 007               8 839              8 964             20 454              25 840            141 104 
Exchange differences                                                   3 278                 118                  (28)              1 115                       –                4 483 
Additions/Disposals, net                                               6 385                5 918                7 939                6 580               1 701             28 523 
Depreciation charge                                                   (1 899)             (2 583)             (3 823)            (22 389)                       –            (30 693)
Closing net book amount                                           84 772             12 291             13 053               5 760              27 541           143 417 

At 31 December 2008 
Cost                                                                         107 977             35 788              42 962              27 036              27 541           241 303 
Exchange differences                                                   3 278                  118                  (28)              1 115                       –               4 483 
Accumulated depreciation                                        (26 483)            (23 615)           (29 883)            (22 389)                      –         (102 370)

Net book amount                                                       84 772              12 291             13 052                5 761              27 541           143 416

7. 
TANGIBLE FIXED ASSETS
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                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000
At 31 December
Restricted cash and cash equivalents                                                           –            120 444 
Restricted financial assets at fair value through                                               

profit or loss (note 5A)                                                                      102 587            157 755 
Television broadcasting rights instalments held in trust                      100 163            185 563

Total restricted assets                                                                        202 750            463 762

At 31 December
Current                                                                                                   5 435            344 774 
Non-current                                                                                        197 315            118 988 

Total restricted assets                                                                        202 750            463 762

8.
RESTRICTED FINANCIAL ASSETS

Restricted cash and cash equivalents mainly consist of fixed
rate bank deposits made principally in US dollars through
major Swiss banks for which book value approximate their
fair value because of the relatively short maturity turns.

At 31 December 2008 and 2007, the weighted average
interest rates on the restricted bank deposits were 0.65%
and 4.93% and on television broadcasting rights instalments
held in trust 4.79% and 5.27%, respectively.

At 31 December 2008 and 2007, TV broadcasting rights
instalments held in trust are concentrated on a single
counterpart rated AAA. Subsequent to the year end, this
credit rating was lowered to AA+ by Standard and Poor's.

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Rights income to be redistributed                                                        24 253            230 178 
Payable to Turin OCOG                                                                                 –                     73 
Payable to Beijing OCOG                                                                     15 273              28 035 
Guarantee deposit repayable to Beijing OCOG                                      5 435                       –
Payable to Vancouver OCOG                                                                    208                       –
Other payables                                                                                     64 426              64 612
Accrued expenses                                                                               28 221              23 797

Total accounts payable and accrued expenses                                 137 816            346 695 

All accounts payable are due within 1 month.

9. 
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE AND ACCRUED EXPENSES

10.
OLYMPIC GAMES RELATED ADVANCES, GUARANTEE 
DEPOSITS AND DEFERRED INCOME, NET

                                                           Less                 Less 
                                                   TV Rights         TV Rights                                                                                     Deferred                         
                    Advances on         Allocated          Allocated       Advances,          Deferred        Guarantee     income and           Deferred
                          TV Rights        to OCOGs           to USOC                   net             income            Deposit        Guarantee     Expenditure
                           USD 000          USD 000           USD 000          USD 000          USD 000          USD 000          USD 000          USD 000

2008 Games
of Olympiad
01.01.2007           390 383         (179 303)           (22 773)           188 307            64 394              1 145              65 539             (23 400) 
31.12.2007           717 544         (349 587)           (28 466)           339 491             94 219              5 283              99 502             (34 080) 
31.12.2008                       –                       –                      –                      –                       –                       –                       –                       –

2010 Olympic 
Winter Games
01.01.2007             10 693           (22 000)             (1 046)            (12 353)              8 414              1 103                9 517             (13 967) 
31.12.2007           206 350           (82 588)           (15 683)           108 079               9 707              1 160              10 867             (23 766) 
31.12.2008           337 309         (170 935)           (15 683)           150 691             38 169              1 193              39 362             (59 728) 

2012 Games
of Olympiad
01.01.2007             18 125                     –               (1 506)             16 619                3 844                     –                3 844               (8 831) 
31.12.2007             20 918             (8 000)              (1 506)             11 412               4 974                     –                4 974               (9 543)
31.12.2008             87 344           (42 926)              (1 506)            42 912              10 714                     –              10 714            (13 174)

2014 Olympic 
Winter Games
01.01.2007                     25                      –                       –                     25               2 550                     –                2 550                  (718)
31.12.2007                     25                      –                      –                     25                       –                       –                       –                   529
31.12.2008                   892                      –                      –                   892                      –                     –                       –               (6 104) 

2016 Games
of Olympiad
01.01.2007                   370                       –                       –                    370                       –                       –                       –                     (33)
31.12.2007                   370                       –                       –                    370                       –                       –                       –                    401
31.12.2008              1 627                      –                     –                1 627                      –                      –                       –                   832

Total
01.01.2007           419 596         (201 303)           (25 325)           192 968             79 202              2 248              81 450             (46 949) 
31.12.2007           945 207         (440 175)           (45 655)           459 377           108 900              6 443            115 343             (66 458) 
31.12.2008           427 172         (213 861)           (17 189)           196 122             48 883              1 193              50 076             (78 174)

Current portion
01.01.2007                       –                       –                      –                      –                       –                      –                        –                       –
31.12.2007           717 544           (349 587)           (28 466)           339 491             94 219              5 283              99 502            (34 080) 
31.12.2008                       –                       –                      –                      –                       –                      –                        –                       –

Non-current 
portion
01.01.2007           419 596         (201 303)           (25 325)           192 968             79 202              2 248              81 450            (46 949)
31.12.2007           227 663           (90 588)           (17 189)           119 886             14 681              1 160              15 841            (32 378) 
31.12.2008           427 172         (213 861)           (17 189)           196 122             48 883              1 193              50 076            (78 174) 
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                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Year ended 31 December
Balance at 1 January                                                                           40 890              57 140 
Funds earmarked for allocation to organisations of the

Olympic Movement                                                                            69 000                      –
Reallocation of provision to earmarked funds                                            168                3 254 
Allocation to and funds expensed on behalf of the

World Antidoping Agency                                                                (12 337)           (11 266)
Allocation to the International Council of Arbitration of Sports             (4 196)             (3 948)
IOC/IFs solidarity programme                                                              (1 977)             (1 457)
Financial assistance to other organisations of the

Olympic Movement                                                                            (3 331)              (2 833)

Balance at 31 December                                                                     88 217              40 890 

At 31 December
Current                                                                                                 36 142              21 579 
Non-current                                                                                          52 075              19 311 

Balance at 31 December                                                                     88 217              40 890

11. 
EARMARKED FUNDS

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Salaries                                                                                                49 583              40 165 
Social security costs                                                                              5 834                4 936 
Pension costs – defined benefit plan                                                     2 131                2 299 

Total staff costs (note 15)                                                                     57 548              47 401 

12. 
STAFF COSTS

This account represents provisions based on tripartite
obligation of financial assistance to organizations of the
Olympic Movement. Transactions recorded during 2008 
and 2007 are as follows:

Defined benefit pension plan
The IOC’s pension scheme covers substantially all
employees. Starting 1 January 2006, the pension
obligations related to all employees of the IOC have been
transferred to a semi-autonomous Swiss foundation. The
scheme was valued by independent actuaries using the
projected unit credit method as at December 31, 2008.

The amounts recognized in the statement of activities 
are as follows:

The actual return on plan assets was a loss of USD 6.469
millions in 2008 and USD 0.128 millions in 2007.

The following tables set forth the status of the pension plan
and the amounts recognized in the statement of financial
position at 31 December 2008 and 2007:

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Current service cost                                                                               5 402                4 879 
Interest cost on projected benefit obligations                                        1 487              1 103 
Expected return on plan assets                                                            (2 119)             (1 690)
Net amortisation                                                                                            –                   125
Employee contribution                                                                         (2 639)             (2 118)

Total net periodic pension cost, included in staff costs,
as above                                                                                              2 131                2 299 

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Projected benefit obligations                                                                43 840              40 378 
Fair value of plan assets                                                                     (41 686)           (40 285)
                                                                                                              2 154                     93 
                                                                                                                                                

Unrecognised net losses                                                                      (5 294)                 (743)

Prepaid pension costs recognised in the 
statement of financial position (note 6)                                               (3 140)                 (650)
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Movement in retirement benefit obligation 
(prepaid pension costs) recognised in the 
statement of financial position: 

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Year ended 31 December
At beginning of year                                                                                 (650)                  736 
Total expense as above                                                                         2 131                2 299 
Contribution paid                                                                                 (4 562)              (3 665)
Exchange difference                                                                                  (59)                   (20) 

Balance at 31 December                                                                     (3 140)                 (650)

The assumptions used for the calculations are 
the following:

                                                                                                               2008                 2007

Discount rate used in determining present values                                 3.50%               3.50%
Annual rate of increase in future compensation levels                           1.75%               1.75%
Expected rate of future increases in pension benefits                           0.50%               0.50%
Expected long-term rate of return on plan assets                                 4.50%               5.00%

The weighted average asset allocation at 
31 December 2008 is:

                                                                                                         Share of         Expected 
                                                                                                    plan assets        return rate

Cash                                                                                                          8%               1.50%
Equity securities                                                                                       27%               7.00%
Debt securities                                                                                         46%               3.50%
Real estate                                                                                               11%               5.00%
Others                                                                                                        8%               3.50%

The expected future cash flows to be paid are:

2009                                                                                                      3 464
2010                                                                                                      3 432
2011                                                                                                      3 341
2012                                                                                                      3 366
2013                                                                                                      3 302
2014–2018                                                                                          15 863

The movement in the defined benefit obligation is:

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Present value of obligation at 1 January                                              40 378              39 350 
Service costs                                                                                         5 402                4 879 
Interest costs                                                                                        1 487              1 103 
Benefits paid                                                                                        (1 767)              (1 285)
Experience gain                                                                                    (4 117)              (6 559) 
Impact of exchange rate changes                                                          2 457              2 890

Present value of obligation at 31 December                                        43 840              40 378 

The movement in the fair value of plan assets is:

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Plan assets at fair value at 1 January                                                   40 286              33 150 
Employees contribution                                                                          2 639                2 118 
Employer contribution                                                                            4 562                3 665 
Benefits paid                                                                                        (1 767)             (1 285)
Expected return on plan assets                                                             2 119                1 690
Experience gain                                                                                     (8 588)             (1 818)
Impact of exchange rate changes                                                          2 435              2 766

Plan assets at fair value at 31 December                                             41 686              40 286

Selected pension data at 31 December of the 
last five years is as follows:

                                                                                                               2008                 2007                 2006                 2005                 2004
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000           USD 000           USD 000          USD 000

Present value of obligation                                                                   43 840              40 378              39 351              33 028              30 241 
Plan assets at fair value                                                                      (41 686)           (40 286)           (33 150)           (30 134)            (30 446)
Deficit (surplus)                                                                                       2 154                     92               6 201               2 894                  (205)

Experience adjustments on plan liabilities                                             4 117               6 559                  (253)              (3 997)              (2 495)
Experience adjustments on plan assets                                                (8 588)             (1 818)             (1 552)                  157                  (518)
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                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Source of rights revenues by continent
America                                                                                              970 158                       –
Europe                                                                                               443 360                       –
Africa                                                                                                   24 105                       –
Asia                                                                                                    233 655                       –
Oceania                                                                                                65 267                       –

Total revenues from television broadcasting rights                          1 736 545                       –

Use and distribution of revenues
Insurance premium for Games cancellation                                           3 432                       –
Organising Committee of the Games of the XXIXth Games 

of the Olympiad                                                                               850 907                       –
United States Olympic Committee                                                     113 867                       –
Special Marketing remuneration to International Federations             133 200                       –
International Federations                                                                    161 924                       –
Use and distribution of television broadcasting 

rights to OCOG, USOC and IF                                                     1 263 330                       –
Allocation to OS                                                                                 160 244                       –

Total use and distribution of television broadcasting rights             1 423 574                       – 

13.
TELEVISION BROADCASTING RIGHTS
REVENUES AND DISTRIBUTION

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Total revenues from the TOP marketing programme                    436 643            157 016 

Use and distribution of revenues
Organising Committees of the Games of the Olympiad and

of the Olympic Winter Games                                                          334 209              54 745 
United States Olympic Committee                                                       24 138              24 154 
National Olympic Committees                                                              36 699              40 920 
Other programme costs                                                                       25 912                4 157
TOP surplus recognition                                                                     (26 358)                       –

Total use and distribution of programme TOP revenues                    394 600            123 976 

14.
TOP PROGRAMME MARKETING RIGHTS
REVENUES AND DISTRIBUTION

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Royalties                                                                                            138 539                       –
Suppliers                                                                                                6 293                2 763 
Licensing                                                                                              21 247                   206 
Other                                                                                                      6 099                1 471 

Total other rights                                                                                172 178               4 440  

15. 
OTHER RIGHTS

In 2008, other revenues includes rental income and fees from
professional services rendered to Beijing Olympic Broadcasting
(BOB) amounting to USD 42.5 million.

16. 
OTHERS
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                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Salaries and social charges (note 12)                                                   57 548              47 401 
Press, publications and public relations                                                 5 185                3 956 
External services                                                                                  12 557                9 585 
Session, commission and mission expenses                                       11 145                8 793 
Transport, travel and residence expenses                                              6 031                5 578 
Maintenance, supplies and other expenses                                         13 618              10 774 
Taxes                                                                                                        725                  324 
Depreciation and amortisation                                                                8 304                7 116 

Total central operating and administrative costs                                 115 112             93 527  

17. 
CENTRAL OPERATING AND ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Previous years’ programme                                                                  522               (1 069) 

Current year programme
Programme managed by continental associations                               20 767              24 154 

World Programme managed centrally by Olympic Solidarity 
• Scholarships for athletes                                                                     6 030              10 046 
• Regional & Continental Games – NOC preparation                             1 591                4 271 
• Youth development programme                                                          2 377                1 593
• Technical courses                                                                                2 604                2 634
• Scholarships for coaches                                                                    1 772                1 415
• Development of national coaching structure                                       1 230                  942
• NOC infrastructure                                                                              5 317                5 195
• Sports administrators programme                                                         568                  340
• High-level education for sports administrators                                      635                  469
• Sports medicine                                                                                    680                  770 
• Sports & environment                                                                            375                  194 
• Women & sport                                                                                     392                  171
• International Olympic Academy                                                             407                  440 
• Sport for All                                                                                           453                  518 
• Culture & education                                                                               745                  514 
• NOC’s heritage                                                                                     667                  339 
                                                                                                            25 843              29 851 

Forums                                                                                                       20              1 250 

Total current year programme                                                              46 630              55 255 

Total current and prior years’ programme costs                                   47 152              54 186 

19. 
OLYMPIC SOLIDARITY PROGRAMME

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Expenditure in relation with the XXIXth Games
of the Olympiad

Broadcasting costs*                                                                             36 324                        –
Candidacy, Evaluation Commission and

Coordination Commission costs                                                        11 373                       – 
Technology: ORIS project and systems homologation 

and testing                                                                                           9 631                       – 
IOC Beijing operations                                                                         14 603                       – 
Subsidies to NOCs including grants for travel,

equipment and athletes                                                                     33 193                       – 
IF judges and referees and other IF costs                                              2 227                       – 
Contribution to anti-doping programme                                                 1 661                       – 
Marketing programme                                                                              177                       – 
Television broadcasting rights related costs                                             765                       – 
Insurance premium for Games cancellation                                           4 199                       – 
Other costs                                                                                            5 842                       – 

Total expenditures in relation with the XXlXth Games
of the Olympiad                                                                               119 995                        –

Depreciation of broadcasting equipment                                              22 389                       –
External services                                                                                    3 974                        –
Professional services                                                                              9 961                        –

Broadcasting costs*                                                                             36 324                        –

18. 
OLYMPIC GAMES RELATED EXPENDITURE

                                                                                                               2008                 2007
                                                                                                        USD 000           USD 000

Interest income                                                                                    56 713              50 787 
Interest expense                                                                                      (578)                 (264)
Fair value gains on financial assets at fair value

through profit or loss, net                                                                  (29 030)            10 621 
Gains (losses) on sale of financial assets at fair value

through profit or loss, net                                                                   (1 628)              1 212 
Net foreign exchange gains (losses), net                                             (22 011)             18 882 

Total financial income, net                                                                      3 466              81 238 

20. 
FINANCIAL INCOME, NET
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Transactions and balances with other organizations of the
Olympic Movement are disclosed elsewhere in these
financial statements. The members, the President and the
Executive Board of the IOC are not remunerated by the IOC.
However, the IOC covers all expenses related to the
execution of their functions, in particular travel, hotel and
meal expenses and a daily allowance for out-of-pocket
expenses, as well as a fixed amount for their personal
administrative expenses. 

These costs are included in session, commission and
mission expenses in the statement of activities. In addition,
the IOC covers the cost of the President’s residence
expenses (room rent, living expenses, residence taxes,
insurance) which amounted to USD 0.556 million (CHF
0.599 million) in 2008 and USD 0.510 million (CHF 0.614
million) in 2007 as well as the same costs for the Life

Honorary President which amounted to USD 0.310 million
(CHF 0.334 million) in 2008 and USD 0.235 million (CHF
0.278 million) in 2007 and which are included in the
statement of activities under transport, travel and 
residence expenses.

The executive management of the IOC are considered to be
the President, the Director General, the President’s Chief of
Cabinet and the Executive Director of the Olympic Games.
As mentioned previously, the President is not remunerated.
The salaries and short term benefits of the other three
members of the executive management amounted to 
USD 1.627 millions (CHF 1.753 millions) in 2008 and USD
1.376 millions (CHF 1.646 millions) in 2007. Their post
employment benefits amounted to USD 0.258 million (CHF
0.278 million) for 2008 and USD 0.198 million (CHF 0.237
million) in 2007.

21. 
RELATED PARTY TRANSACTIONS

Funds balances include designated funds which are set
aside for the financing of the Olympic Solidarity Programme.
Undesignated funds are kept for the purpose of financing
the Olympic Foundation portfolio and the IOC group
working capital.

22. 
STRATEGY MANAGING OWN FUNDS
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